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In the field of piping industry, spiral welded pipes are manufactured in large diameter with
various length and dimension. Such pipes are generally economical in production with properties
like good weldability, rapid production rate and resistance to high pressure. It is being used
commonly in all types of industries but its application on large scale is mostly seen in
petrochemical industries, oil and gas sector. Residual stresses generated by welding during the
production of spiral welded pipe causes imperfection in the material. To ensure the safe service
life and performance with high durability, welding induced defects such as welding deformation
and residual stresses must be estimated. Due to welding, large local plastic strains are produced
in the weld metal and the heat affected zone (HAZ). For this purpose finite element model is
developed to simulate the residual stresses due to intense heating and subsequent cooling during
welding process. Arc is generated in spiral welded pipes by multiple wire electrodes operated on
AC/DC current, adjusted at inside and outside of the pipe. In this work, the time lag between the
top and bottom wires is varied and its consequent effects on the residual stress distribution have
been studied. The split ring test is analyzed numerically and its limitation is highlighted.
Experimentation has been performed on X70 grade steel pipe using hole drilling method for
validation. Different hole drilling stress calculation procedure are adopted and analyzed for in
depth non-uniform stress estimation.
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عنىاى الرسالت:
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التخصصالعام:
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تأريخ لتخرج:

1435هـ ( -نوفمبر 2013م)

ف ٙيدال صُاعح األَاتٛة ٚرى ذصُٛع األَاتٛة انًهحٕيح نٕنثٛا تأ لظاس كثٛش ج يع إخرالف ف ٙاألطٕال ٔانسًاكاخ ْٔ ،زِ
انُٕعٛح يٍ األَاتٛة عادج يا ذكٌٕ إلرصادٚح ف ٙاإلَراج يع خصائص يثم لاته ٙذٓا اندٛذج نهحاؤ ،يعذل اإلَراج انسشٚع نٓا ،
طانعان . ٙكًا إٌ اسرخذايّاشًم خًٛع إَٔاع انصُاعاخ ٔنكٍ اسرخذايٓا عهٗ َطاق ٔاسع ف ٙانغانة فٙ
ج
ٔيمأو ذٓا لنضغٔ
انصُاعاخ انثرشٔكًٛأٚح ٔلطاع انُفظ ٔ انغاص ٔ .نًا كاٌ خَفٛز النحاو ٚرى عهٗ يساس نٕنث ٙإلَراج ْزِ األَاتٛة فئٌ انهحاو ٚؤثش
ف ٙخصائص انًادج انًحٛطح تٓا ٔ ،نضًاٌ خٕدج انهحاو ٔ خذيح آيُح ٔطٕٚهح نٓزِ األَاتٛة يع يراَح عانٛح ف ٙاألداء فئٌ
انرشْٕاخ انرٚ ٙسثثٓا ٔانهحاو ٔالعٕٛب انر ٙذصاحثّ ٔاالخٓاداخ انًرثمٛح ٚدة أٌ خلذس ٔ .يعشٔف أَّ َرٛدح نعًهٛح انهحاو
ذرخطٗ انًادج يٕضعٛا حاخض انًشَٔح ٔ ،نٓزا انغشض فمذ ذى ذطٕٚش ًَٕرج عُصش يحذٔد نًحاكاج عًهٛح انهحاو َفسٓا ٔرنك
نهٕلٕف عهٗ ذمذٚش االخٓاداخ انًرثمٛح َرٛدح نهحشاسج انعانٛح انًصاحثح نعًهٛح انهحاو ٔعًهٛح انرثشٚذ انر ٙذهحمّ ٚ .رى إَشاء لٕط
انهحاو انهٕنث ٙفْ ٙزِ األَاتٛة تٕاسطح سهك  ٍٚكٓشتائ ٍٚٙذعًم عهٗ AC / DCأحذًْا يثثد ف ٙداخم ٔاٜخش يٍ خاسج
ذة عهّٛ
األَثٕب ٔ ،ذرُٕع انفرشج انضيُٛح انفاصهح تْ ٍٛز ٍٚانسهكٔ، ٍٛلذ خضع ْزا انرغٛش انضيُ ٙلنذساسح نًعشفح اٜثاس انًرش ج
ف ٙذٕصٚع اإلخٓاداخ انًرثمٛح .كًا ذى فْ ٙزِ انذساسح ذًثٛم اخرثاس اإلَمساو الحهك٘ عذدٚا كًا ذى ذحذٚذ يذٖ اإلسرفادج يُّ  .كًا
ذى أٚضا لٛاط االخٓاداخ انًرثمٛح تٕاسطحخٓاص انحفش انًٕضعٔ ٙرنك نًماسَرٓا يع انُرائح انعذدٚح  ،ل لذ أخشٚد ْزِ انرداسب
عهٗ  X70أَاتٛة انصهة .كًا طثمد عذج طشق يخرهفح نمٛاط اإلخٓاداخ نٓزا انشأٌ.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND OF PRODUCTION OF STEEL PIPES

For understanding the production of steel pipes, it is necessary to have an understanding
about the production of steel and its different forms. The primary raw forms of the steel can be
billet, ingot, bloom and slabs. A useful product can be obtained by performing process such as
reheating, extrusion or squeezing this largely produced volume of raw steel and converting it into
the valuable configuration.
Two basic forms of steel are used for the production of steel pipes i.e. Round billet and the
slab. A billet is commonly used for the production of seamless pipes while the other types of the
steel pipes are produced by the solid slabs which are reheated and processed firstly into the plate
and coils. There are different methods for the production of steel pipes. Among these methods
the mostly used are: Seamless, Fusion Weld, Electric Resistance Weld and Double submerged
arc Weld.
1.1.1 Seamless Pipe
Seamless pipes are made from the round cylindrical heated billet and then pushed and pulled
rapidly over a mandrel with the piercing point which is placed at the center of the billet. This
process produces a round hollow tube or shell. The required size and wall thickness is achieved
1

by further finishing. The size range of these pipes varies from 1/8‖ to 26‖. These pipes are
suitable for thick walled and exotic chemical industries and also used for coiling, flanging and
threading. Moreover, these pipes find their usage in construction, oil refinery and petrochemical
industries. But these are unavailable in long length.
1.1.2 Fusion Weld
Fusion weld process is also named as continuous weld in which the pipes are produced in the
sizes of 1/8‖ to 4-1/2‖. Fusion weld pipes are prepared in sizes from the coiled steel of the
required width and thickness and the weight of the pipes. The process consists of the continuous
end to end welding of the coil to make ribbon. This ribbon is further fed into leveler and then
pulled into a furnace where it is heated up to desired temperature. After fusing at high
temperature, the forming rolls are used to shape the heated skelp. The edges of the skelp are
pressed firmly and tightly by the roller to get the forged weld. At the final the stage the fusion
welded pipes of required length are obtained by sizing the rollers.
1.1.3 Electric Resistance Weld
In Electric resistance welded pipes, a coil strip of appropriate width and thickness is used
which made from the rectangular slab. This process is the cold formed. The strip is pulled over
the rollers and gradually converted into a cylindrical shape with end to end contact. Electric
charge is applied on the edges of the contact point and heating it to a proper weld. In this
manufacturing process, the pipes can be made with the length of 115 feets. The automated
production line provides high speed and continuous products with uniform thickness and outside
dimensions are obtained by this process.
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Fig. 1.1: Production of steel pipes from different methods
1.1.4 Double Submerged Arc Weld
Double submerged arc Weld abbreviated as DSAW. Pipes which are produced by this
technique are referred as double submerged arc welded pipes. As the name implies welding arc
flux is applied. This submerged arc protects the weldment form the impurities present in the air.
The steel in heated by welding from both inside and outside. Depending upon the process, the
double submerged arc welded pipes are further categorized into three types.


U&O press



Rolled and Weld press



Spiral Weld
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U&O press
In this pipe production process, presses are used. These presses are controlled mechanically
or hydraulically. It is called expanded and so called U&O press method because first U press is
used to make the U- shape of the plate and after this O press is actuated to make a complete
cylinder shape. This cylindrical shaped plate is then welded form both inside and outside by
submerged arc process in which mostly five wires are used. Pipes are made by this process are
exceptionally of high quality with the exact dimensional tolerances.
Rolled and Weld Press
Rolled and Weld press, sometime this process is called as Pyramid roll method. In this
method three roller are used which are oriented in configuration to make pyramidal shape. The
trimmed edges steel plate of desired thickness and grade is fed into the roller for bending and
resulting into shape of a cylinder. This cylindrical bended rolled sheet is transferred to the
welding station. These pyramids rollers usually are in length of 20 feets or shoter. It can be
capable of producing large diameter pipes with even extremely thick walls. Girth welding is used
in production of larger length pipes like 5, 10 or 20 feets.
Spiral Weld
Spiral welded steel pipes are produced by DSAW with the spiral seam along the entire length
of the pipe. The angle of the de-coiled steel against the forming head determines the dimension
of the outer diameter of the pipe. If the angle between them is more sharp and acute then the
resulting pipe will be of larger diameter. The demand of these pipes has been continuously
increasing due to its large production from the hot rolled coils of the required length on which
the non-destructive testing are performed for the assurance of the quality product. These pipes
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can be of large diameter even up to 144 inches with 115 feet in length. The block diagram of the
manufacturing spiral welded pipes is shown in Fig. 1.2

Intial
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Tube
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Ultra sonic
Inspection

Weld X-Ray
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Visual
Inspection

Surface
Finishing

Despatch

Fig. 1.2: Block diagram for manufacturing spiral pipes
Spiral welded pipes are mostly used in industrial sectors for transferring and conveying the
fluids from one location to another.

These are actually large diameter pipes and Double

submerged arc welding method is employed for their production. High quality pipes are
produced economically and in large choice of diameter and thickness. Pipe industries are facing
challenge to enhance the service life and durability of their pipes in order to make their products
cost effective and economical.
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Fig. 1.3: Different types of pipes production [1]

1.2 APPLICATION & USE OF SPIRAL WELD PIPES

Spiral welded pipes are extensively used in different industries such as petrochemical
industries, Oil and gas field, waste water and hydropower sectors. They can also be used in pump
station piping, force mains, water treatment plant. Fertilizer plant, chemical industries and paint
industries are also use these pipes.

1.3

SPIRAL WELDED PIPE PRODUCTION LINE

The spiral welded pipe production line is designed to manufacture spiral welded pipes, either
from the same size of the steel strips to different diameters of pipes or from different widths of
steel strips to the seam diameter of pipes. Spiral welded pipe production by submerged arc
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method is based on using tandem welding technique for joining inside and outside coil edges,
which have been trimmed and beveled by carbide milling for high quality weld structure.

Fig. 1.4: Spiral production line [2]
Welding of hot rolled steel coils takes spiral form after passing through forming rolls.
Excellent exterior weld quality at high production speeds is provided by double submerged arc
welding process. Manufactured pipes are cut to the desired lengths at the exit of the pipe
machine. Pipe ends are beveled by means of carbide machining for accurate on-site welding.
After the pipe is conveyed to hydrostatic testing and off-line ultrasonic testing and/or real time
X-ray inspection, the pipe will be subject to final inspection for the compliance to customer
requirements. Starting from incoming control up to the final inspection stage; entire process is
monitored and supported by computerized system. Traceability is achieved by input controls and
barcodes through entire production lines.
1.3.1 Welding Process
7

Welding is process in which two metals are permanently joined. Double submerged arc
welding process (DSAW) is used as a fabrication process for the production of spiral welded
pipes in the pipe industry.
1.3.2 Principle of Arc Welding
Arc welding is a type of welding that uses a welding power supply to create an electric arc
between an electrode and the base material to melt the metals at the welding point. They can use
either direct (DC) or alternating (AC) current, and consumable or non-consumable electrodes.
During submerged arc welding (SAW) the molten weld and the arc zone are protected from
atmospheric contamination by being ―submerged‖ under a blanket of granular fusible flux
consisting of lime, silica, manganese oxide, calcium fluoride, and other compounds. When
molten, the flux becomes conductive, and provides a current path between the electrode and the
work. This thick layer of flux completely covers the molten metal thus preventing spatter and
sparks as well as suppressing the intense ultraviolet radiation and fumes.
1.3.3 Multi Arc Welding
Spiral mill mostly uses AC and DC arc in combination for welding. Multi arc principal is
used on both of the inside and outside. During the first welding pass, DC arc while for the second
pass AC arc is used. Large and concentrated penetration is achieved during the first pass and the
purpose for the second pass is to achieve the better deposition rate. As a result, full penetration of
weld with high quality is produced during multi-arc welding on both side of the coil in a cost
effective way. A large range of coil can be transformed into spiral pipes in the economical way
by using this technique, highly flexible with full penetration of weld. The multi arc welding with
the purpose of deep penetration, filling and finishing of weld on both side of spirally weld pipe is
shown in Fig. 1.5
8

Fig. 1.5: Inside and Outside Multi arc welding [2]
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1.4 PROBLEM STATEMENT

Since the spiral welded pipes are being extensively used in numerous industrial sectors.
Therefore, to enhance the quality and service life of these pipes are one of the main interests of
the researchers. Residual stress field that is generated in the welded structure has always been the
key role parameter which severely affects the performance and life of these pipelines.
Imperfections like thermal stresses, large local plastic strains after cooling, deformation,
distortions and sometimes solidification cracking are highlighted factors of the welded structure.
High temperature heating and rapidly cooling generates the large thermal gradient and heat
effected zone (HAZ) during the welding process. During the manufacturing of the spiral welded
pipes, identifying the process variables are very essential for the required bead size, quality and
weldability. Additionally, combined stress fields due to forming, pre-heat, post-heat treatment
and welding process are generated. These pipes are also suspected to hydrogen induced stress
cracking and environmental hazards. The defects arise during manufacturing and operation must
be estimated and should be minimized for the reliable product of spiral pipelines with the
consideration of reduced capital cost. This work aims to develop a model which can predict the
temperature distribution and consequently induced residual stresses in the spiral welded pipe.
Furthermore, it is aimed to study the effect of time lag on the residual stress distribution,
dependent upon the positions of adjusted arcs on the top and bottom side. It can also be utilized
to determine the failure criteria in the spiral welded pipes. These studies are intended to improve
the manufacturing process and as a result enhance the performance of spiral pipes.
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1.5 PROPOSED OBJECTIVES

The main proposed objectives of the current research work are highlighted as below.
(i)

To develop a comprehensive FE model, including thermal model, structural
model, their coupling along with the filler addition for the prediction of
temperature and stress field during double submerged arc welding of spiral linepipes.

(ii)

Appropriate verification and validation of model have to be conducted for the
confidence of simulation results and reliable physical outputs.

(iii)

Investigate the influence of time lag and its consequent effects on stress
distribution, tensile stress region, and plastic strains.

(iv)

From the experimental part, measurement and estimation of residual stresses will
be done using hole-drilling technique along with the comparison of numerical and
experimental results.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

In the following sections, a brief literature review has been done on welding and its
corresponding influence on the different configuration such as Plate welding, Pipe
welding, Spiral pipe welding. Additionally, the related work on the springback and split
ring test is also reported.

2.1 PLATE WELDING

Welding as a fabrication process is one of an old subject. An extensive research work
has been carried out on this field since 1930. A dominant role in the research is due to the
vast increase of computational weld mechanics. To understand the mechanism in plate
welding, wide range of research is available. Argyis et al. [3] studied the thermomechanical response and resulting residual stresses and distortions in a plate weld with
thermoelastic-viscoplastic analysis. It was found that the considerable viscoplastic strain
accumulated in the fusion region. The residual stresses in a plate welding reduced the
buckling strength and induced brittle fracture. The effect of welding condition on the
single pass butt welded plate was studied by Teng and Lin [4]. They studied the effect of
travelling speed, external mechanical constraint, specimen size and their preheat
12

temperature. The peak of residual stress decreased in the central region with the increase
of length and also with increase of speed while the thickness had an inverse relation with
the tensile residual stress in the fusion regime. The preheating temperature significantly
reduced the weld stresses. Furthermore, it was found that the weld bead was in tension
with magnitude of yield stress while the far ends were in compression. The effect of
temperature dependent material properties on the stress and temperature field in an
aluminum weld plate was studied in [5]. The material properties were taken as a function
of temperature, room temperature and their averaged value. It was observed that thermal
conductivity had some influence on the temperature distribution. In contrast, specific heat
and density had a negligible effect and could be considered as an average value over
temperature. Young's modulus and thermal expansion coefficient had weak effect on the
residual stresses. Instead of average value of Young's modulus, room temperature value
could give better prediction. Temperature dependent yield stress was foremost important
mechanical property for residual stress and distortion. If room temperature value was
provided to it then no permanent deformation and plastic strain would occur thus giving
zero residual stress.
The effect of welding sequence such as single pass, multi-pass and also in circular
path was studied by Teng et al. [6]. They concluded that different arrangements of weld
path order generate residual stresses accordingly. Angular distortions, volumetric
shrinkage in a plate during welding was considered in the study [7]. These angular
distortions were dependent on the applied constraints and more prominently seen in the
thin as compared to thick plate. Lindgren [8] had presented a comprehensive review on
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computational weld mechanics, its formulation and interaction on different aspects. The
buckling deformation in the weld plate with thermo-elastic-plastic analysis and its
comparison with elastic inherent strain deformation method was presented by Wang et al.
[9]. It was found that due to nonlinear behavior of buckling, the magnitude of
deformation estimated with elastic analysis was significantly small. However, Dean Deng
et al. [10] compared the results of elastic FEM with the thermo-elastic-plastic FEM. It
was verified that the inherent strain method could effectively predict the deformation in
thin butt welded plate. H. Long et al. [11] studied the longitudinal and transverse
shrinkage, angular distortion, and residual stresses in a plate. Furthermore, it was reported
that the welding speed and thickness had a considerable effect on the weld distortions.
Higher longitudinal and transverse shrinkage was observed in the weld area and the midsection of plate respectively.
The residual stress distribution in SAW (Submerged Arc Welding) and DSAW
(Double Submerged Arc Welding) plate was analyzed. Zhang et al. [12] showed that the
transverse residual stresses in DSAW were lower than the SAW. The DSAW could have
an improved penetration, less thermal distortions and less undercuts as reported in [13].
Yilbas et al. [14] observed the effect of laser welding. They also measured the welding
residual stress with XRD technique and found in agreement with numerical prediction.
Additionally, optical microscope and SEM were used for metallurgical examination of
the welded region. Attarha et al. [15] studied the temperature distribution in similar and
dissimilar welded plate by finite element method and compared through experiments by
using K-type thermocouples. They found that the decreasing temperature during cooling
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had.a nonlinear behavior. Deng and Kiyoshima [16] investigated the start or end residual
stress distribution in thick plate which were suspected flaw sites. The effect of welding
direction and its sequence was also considered.
The residual stresses and strains mainly depend upon the temperature field and heat
flow pattern. Kumaresan et al. [17] modified the Goldak heat source model based on
infinite plate theory to finite plate theory. Smith et al. [18] studied the effect of material
hardening models on the residual stress field in multi-pass weld groove specimen. They
demonstrated that the magnitude of tensile stresses were over predicted by isotropic
hardening model while under prediction was observed in longitudinal stresses with pure
kinematic hardening model. They suggested mixed isotropic-kinematic hardening model
for more accurate prediction. Jiang et al. [19] investigated the effect of heat sink on the
weld stresses. The averaged value of heat transfer coefficient and contact length was
varied. They observed that longitudinal stresses were decreased due to the short dwell
cooling time with heat sink. The effect of tacking on the start and end of the plate weld
was considered in the study [20]. It was found that the distortion level could be increased
by tacking. The longitudinal residual stress through thickness was evaluated by Javadi et.
al [21] using ultrasonic stress measurement, based on acousto-elasticity. The results had
an acceptable agreement with the finite element prediction. However, the concordance
was deviated with high frequency transducer.

2.2 PIPE WELDING
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Fusion welding is the most common method for joining and manufacturing pipes. A
wide range of applications for these pipelines have been found in industries. To meet the
industrial demands, their quality and sustainability must be assured in order to have
reliable service. It is always a necessary step to analyze the mechanical behavior of pipes
under working loads and stresses. Imperfections and distortions in pipes due to welding
are the main reasons for their degradation.
Research in this issue has focused on normalizing the effects of welding on pipes.
Josefson and Karlsson [22] studied the effect of multi-pass butt welding on different
grooves of pipe. The results of single-U groove were compared with narrow groove.
Larger deflection and smaller residual stresses were found in the narrow groove. Teng
and Chang [23,24] investigated the residual stress in girth butt welded pipes. The effects
of these stresses on the diameter and thickness were also considered. It was found that the
tensile zone was larger and less residual axial stresses were present in thick pipes. It was
also depicted that the tensile hoop stresses were more in thin walled pipes as compared to
thick pipes. The influence of wall thickness on welding stress distribution was studied in
their research [24]. It was concluded that the tensile and compressive residual axial
stresses occurred at the inner and outer surface along the weld line of the pipe,
respectively. Brickstad and Josefson [25] described the variation of axial and hoop
stresses through the thickness by performing a parametric study. The investigated
parameters for different pipe configurations were varying number of passes and
magnitude of heat input. Weld induced stresses can be lowered either by post weld heat
treatment (PWHT) or mechanical stress relieving (MSR) treatment. Yang and Lee [26]
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studied the reduction of residual stresses by MSR treatment with different magnitudes of
pressure at the inner, outer, and edges of a pipe. With the increase in the magnitude of
inner loading, stresses were released linearly.
Weld metal shrinkage is common phenomena during cooling and ultimately local
plastic strains occur. Basavaraju [27] investigated the shrinkage in butt welded pipes with
an axisymmetric model. It was found that axial and circumferential stains were more in
larger sized pipes having thick wall as compared to smaller size with thin wall.
Runnemalm and Hyun [28] suggested an adaptive meshing scheme for coupled thermomechanical analysis of welding. It reduced the problem size with increased accuracy.
Sabapathy et al. [29] studied the in-service welding of pipelines using a numerical
technique. Heat source model was modified in terms of shape and size accordingly for
vertically upward or vertically downward arc welding for the accurate penetration, weld
bead. The approximate burst pressure was also determined by translating the temperature
field into the pipe wall's cavity.
Abid and Siddique [30] analyzed the effects of tack welding and root gap in the pipe
flange joint. Weld residual stress fields and their corresponding deformations at four
different tacking locations were studied. The appropriate location of tacking was 90º and
270º from weld start position. However tacking had no significant overall effect but
locally it might be a cause of stress raiser or reducer. With different root gaps, it was
found that larger gap increase the lateral shrinkage and smaller gap were preferred for
better penetration. Yaghi et al. [31] discussed the modeling of axisymmetric butt welding
steel pipe. Element Kill and birth option had been used for 4 and 36 multi-weld passes for
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different nominal sizes of pipes. It was found that the residual axial and hoop stresses on
the outside surface were independent on diameter. Deng et al. [32,33] developed three
dimensional (3-D) and two dimensional (2-D) thermo-mechanical model of pipe welding.
The results of these models were compared with experimental measurements and found
in good agreement. However, 3-D model could give detailed distribution of temperature
and stresses while 2-D model was computationally inexpensive. In [33] the influence of
yield strength of weld metal and its effect on residual stress distribution were seen and
comparison with experiments were given. It was found that the yield strength had a
significant effect on stresses in weld zone. The initial stresses during cold working could
increase the yield strength of base metal so higher residual stresses were expected.
Lee and Chang [34] considered the circumferential welding with inside radius to wall
thickness ratio ranging from 10 to 100. The effects of diameter on the residual stress field
had been investigated. It was also concluded that welding distribution at start/end
violated the axisymmetric assumption so FE model should be three dimensional for
accurate prediction. The effects of welding sequence and its consequent influence on
distortions on V-joint pipe were studied by Sattari-Far et al.[35]. It was also cleared that
the suitable welding sequence could considerably decrease the welding distortions.
However, these could be unexpectedly increased with unfavorable sequence. Barsoum
[36] studied the influence of residual stresses on weld root and weld toe for multi-pass
tubular weld and their effect on the fatigue strength. The maximum penetration was
considered with single-U shape joint and minimum penetration with fillet weld. Torsion
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fatigue test was performed for crack propagation. Linear elastic fracture mechanics
(LEFM) was used for investigation of crack growth due to lack of penetration in root.
Malik et al. [37] investigated the residual stress distribution in circumferentially arc
welded thin walled pipe. It was concluded that axial residual stress fields were not
sensitive to angular location however, contrary effects were observed on hoop residual
stresses. The effects of tacking on axial stresses were observed on the inner surface but
these were not prominent on hoop stresses. Akbari and Sattari-Far [38] analyzed the
effects of heat input magnitude on the stress distribution in dissimilar pipes. They found
unbalanced residual stresses on both side of weld centre line. The peaks of hoop stresses
did not differ significantly with the change of heat input. Lee et al. [39] also investigated
the dissimilar steel girth welded pipe. The results revealed that the residual stress
magnitudes and distributions are different form their corresponding similar steel pipes
and the stress variation were more pronounced in hoop stress as compared to the axial
stress.
Chang et al. [40] examined the effect of axial tension loading on the
circumferentially welded pipe. The reduction in the pipe diameter due to shrinkage at the
weld zone and the applied load caused a secondary bending moment thus resulting in
redistribution of stresses. Deng and Kiyoshima [41,42] investigated the stress distribution
near the weld start/end location. The sharp gradients of residual stresses were found near
to the vicinity of starting and ending position. They also concluded that the last pass had
the large contribution to the final stress distribution. In their research [42] the initial
stresses were introduced in the model with special heating cycle and its influence on laser
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welded pipe was observed. It was analyzed that in the vicinity of weld location, the
residual stress were determined by welding but the effects of initial stresses on residual
stress field were observed away from the weld centre line. Liu et al. [43] developed an
axisymmetric model for the investigation of the residual stresses during multi-pass in
narrow gap thick walled pipe. They found that axial stress distribution were of bending
nature at the weld centre line and the HAZ line. The hoop residual stress was tensile
through the wall. Moreover, the axial and hoop stresses did not change after the filling of
groove up to a certain height.

2.3 SPRINGBACK AND SPLIT RING TEST

With the increase in the demand of high strength and light weight steel in the last few
decades, especially in the automotive industries for the purpose of improving the
strength, the challenge of springback is being faced [44]. Springback is considered as an
elastic recovery of the metal when the load has been removed after the finishing of the
forming process [45]. This behavior can also be seen in the metal stamping and sheet
metal bending processes [46,47]. When the metal is bent or stamped, the elastic recovery
as springback changes the final shape, as a result of not meeting the design specification
and fails to execute its purpose. Since a large number of parts are produced during
manufacturing processes by sheet metal forming, it is of the utmost concern that the
knowledge of the springback behavior is comprehended and judged so that the final
shape of the product remains intact and process parameters can be controlled for effective
quality.
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In the case of deep drawing form the sheet metal, the Demeri split ring test can set as
a benchmark for evaluating the springback [48,49]. This test involves four sequential
steps. Firstly, a deep cup is drawn from a sheet, placed in blank holder and pushed with
punch. Secondly, a circular ring is cut from the midsection. Thirdly, the ring is split
longitudinally and the fourth step is to measure the opening and closing of the ring.
During the forming processes, residual stress are produced in the component. These
residual stresses are responsible for accumulating the plastic strains at different locations.
When the ring is split, stresses integrated over the thickness cause a bending moment and
finally changes the shape [45,46]. The curved beam and plate bending theories has been
adopted to predict the springback. On the basis of the Hook's law, the elastic part is
recover from the total strain which is ratio of the stress to strain and mainly dependent on
the elastic stiffness.
A progressive research has been carried out in last ten years for the accurate
prediction of the springback during the split ring test. Experiments as well as finite
element codes have been developed for appropriate selection of the control parameters.
Chen [44] studied the split ring test analysis in cup drawing sheet metal forming by using
finite element analysis. A sensitivity analysis was performed by taking seven different
simulation variables such as mesh, integration points, contact force, settle down time etc.
The results were compared with the experimental results and it was concluded that the
simulation agreed to the experimental results in the range of 10%.. Foecke and GnaeupelHerold [45] investigated the effect of error misalignment through experimental setup on
the opening of the split ring. It was found that the opening of the split ring was chiefly
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effected by the adjustment errors of the initial blank over the punch and in vertical cutting
location.
The springback behavior is mainly dependent upon the residual stresses in the
component after large strain deformation. Synchortron X-ray measurement in [50] was
done along the thickness and non linear axial and tangential stress gradient was
measured. Through the averaged thickness stress value, springback measured by split
ring cut in a cup agrees accurately up to 3%. Due to the bauschinger effect in high
strength steels (HSS), the complex material modeling was required for estimating the
springback. Yoshida-Uemori material model was implemented in [51] and its results
were compared with LS-DYNA standard material models. It was found that the YoshidaUemori model reliably predicts the opening in HSS but the most expensive model.
Laurent et al. performed a series of research on the springback of split ring test
[48,52–55]. In [52,53] the warm forming condition of alumina alloys and its consequent
effects were considered. It was found that the opening after splitting depends upon
temperature. The stress distribution gradient in the thickness decreased with increase in
temperature and as a result less opening was observed .Furthermore, the distribution of
the tangential stress had a main influence for the shape change. While in [48,55] the
effect of hardening laws and yield criteria were considered. Material models, isotropic
and kinematic hardening were combined with plastic flow yield criteria like von
Mises,Hill’48 and Barlat’91. It was declared that yield criteria could have more effect on
springback than the hardening law and kinematic hardening with Barlat'91 gave more
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accurate prediction. In [54] the influence of element formulation, element type, mesh
density and plastic yield criteria were studied.
It was essential that the basuchinger effect had to capture precisely in metal sheet
forming due to the reverse of strain. The research [56] dealt with material modeling by
using non-quadratic anisotropic yield function ANK Yld2000-2d . It closely matched the
experimental results as compared to the combined isotropic-kinematic hardening law. Xia
[57] conducted an experimental research on number of rings taken from a cup drawn. It
was observed that the ring cut out near the bottom of cup showed negative opening and
exhibiting conversely to all other rings. A comprehensive review based research on the
issues of springback is done by Wagoner et al. [58]. In this work he categorized the
previous work into five distinctive topics. Those were related to material representation,
material class and numerical procedure. An investigation was made in [59] in which the
dependence of springback on the axial and tangential stress was studied by using the
neutron diffraction and it was found that the neutral plane had been shifted towards inside
which was consistent with the bending theory.
In pipe and tubing, the residual stresses are induced during manufacturing process.
The amplitude of the bending stress field could be related to the opening and closing of
the split ring[60] . In ASTM standard practice E1928, similar approach based on split
ring test is used for calculating the circumferential residual stresses in thin walled tubing.
These formulas were based on Sachs and Espey method which were related to the change
in diameter upon splitting. In this practice linear stress distribution along the wall
thickness was assumed and reasonably justified. The release of the bending moment after
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split was related to the release of the bending stress. Therefore, minimum and maximum
values occuried at the surfaces [61]. The same procedure was depicted for the quenched
tube [62].
In the production of spiral pipes, weld residual stresses are generated due to the
thermal gradient caused by heating and cooling cycles. Dong et. al [63] presented the
three dimensional welding simulation and also performed splitting on a welded pipe ring.
It was found that different hoop deformation could occur depending upon the location of
cut, near or away from the weld seam.

2.4 SPIRAL PIPE WELDING

Spiral pipes are fabricated in large diameter with double submerged arc welding
(DSAW) at inner and outer side location. The manufacturing technique of these pipes
based on continuous process, feeding of sheet by rollers after bending and then welding.
Pipes of larger length as of desired specification can be produced by this advent way of
forming. These pipes are used in various chemical, petrochemical, Oil and gas sector, all
type of process industries etc. Knoop [64] in his report discussed the modern technology
of two step process in the manufacturing of spiral pipes described by Salzgitter in 1985.
He also explained its qualitative and economical advantage over the conventional
procedure.
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The research studies have been carried out to the understand the interaction of
welding and its subsequently induced residual stresses during the manufacturing of line
pipes for the improvement of their qualities. Arif et al. [65] analyzed the spiral laser
welding of a mild steel tube. They modeled moving volumetric heat distribution as a laser
heat source. The effects of different welding speeds were also studied. The
experimentally residual stresses were measured by XRD technique (X-Ray Diffraction)
and results were found in good agreement with the numerical simulation. The
metallurgical examination was done by optical microscope and SEM (Scanning Electron
Microscope). It was found in their study that high value of von Mises stress occurred in
weld region after cooling and hardness in weld region was higher as compared to base
metal. Forouzan et al. [66] studied the submerged arc welding of spiral welded pipes. The
Goldak heat source distribution was applied by using un-furl mapping technique in which
pipe was consider as a flat plate. The computational cost was reduced by using solid and
shell element and the transition between them were defined by multipoint constraint
technique. The hole drilling measurement was performed for validation purpose. The
hydrostatic test was also simulated through ramp loading of internal pressure and it was
concluded that the reduction of high tensile stresses and von Mises stresses were found.
Dong et al. [63] used three dimensional shell model for predicting the residual
stresses in a long spiral pipe. Forming induced residual stresses, plate forming and radial
expansion were determined by using plane strain model. Furthermore, their interaction
with welding was studied. Finally, cold expansion and its effects were studied. It was
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found that the cold expansion had a beneficial effect on the hoop residual stress while
detrimental effects was observed on residual longitudinal stress in weld component.
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CHAPTER 3

COMPUTATIONAL MODEL FOR SPIRAL

WELDED PIPE

In the following section, the computational model for spiral welded pipe is discussed
briefly. The number of processes is involved in the manufacturing of spiral welded pipes.
The developed model is effectively predicts the weld residual stress due to submerged arc
welding. This chapter is about the implementation of the structural and thermal models
into the Finite-Element (FE) using ANSYS software.

3.1 MODELLING METHODOLOGY

Physics of welding involves an intricate mathematical modelling due to thermal,
mechanical, metallurgical interactions. The non linear three dimensional thermomechanical transient analysis is performed. Furthermore, temperature field is considered
as an independent from the stress field and obtained separately from the stress analysis
and the combination of both these analyses are associated by using sequentially field
coupling. The localized heat gradient and temperature field is obtained by thermal
loading. The thermal elasto-plastic analysis is performed for the determining the resultant
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residual stresses. The temperature dependence of material properties are incorporated.
Additionally weld elements are added sequentially for the deposition of filler material.

3.2 THERMAL MATHEMATICAL MODEL

The temperature distribution during thermal analysis in welding can be obtained by
using heat diffusion equation. The derivation of heat diffusion equation based on the
conservation of energy law which states that the time rate of change of kinetic energy
plus internal energies is equal to the sum of the rate of the work from all forces and
couples plus a summation of all external energies that enter or leave a control volume per
unit of time.

Cp 

T
 .   Q  0
t

(3.1)

According to Fourier Law,
   k T

The incorporation of the conservation of energy and Fourier law results into the three
dimensional transient heat diffusion equation as shown in Eq.(3.2)

Cp 

T
 . ( k T )  Q
t

(3.2)

where Cp the temperature dependent specific heat of the material, ρ is the temperature
dependent density T(x,y,z,t) is the temperature of the material at any location (x,y,z) at
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time t. Q(x,y,z,t) the amount of heat generated per unit volume per unit time at location of
(x,y,z) at time t. Ф is the heat flux at location (x,y,z) and k the temperature dependent
thermal conductivity of the material.
The transient non uniform temperature field T during arc welding can be obtained by
solving the nonlinear heat conduction equation with sufficient and proper initial and
boundary conditions. The surface convection and radiation are modeled as thermal
boundary conditions which are representing the heat losses of the domain. The following
set of equations are solved along with the Eq. (1) to get the temperature distribution over
the whole region.

qc = h(T - T )
qr T 4  T4 )
where h representing the convective heat coefficient. T∞ is considered as an ambient
room temperature. ξ is the emissivity of the body surface and Σ is the Stefan Boltzmann
constant. The value of the Stefan Boltzmann constant is 5.67×10-8 W/m2 K.
During the transient heat transfer problem in which temperature field is changing with
time, ambient temperature is considered as an initial boundary condition over the model
at time t=0.

T  T ( x, y, z,0)
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The finite element formulation of heat diffusion equation can be obtained by applying
the weighted residual weak form approach using Galerkin method and it yields as
  (C p [ N ][ N ']) Te  dV   [ B '][ D][ B]{Te } dV   [ N ]Q dV   [ N ]h(T [ N ']{Te }d A (3.3)
V

A

Eq. (3.3) give the nodal temperature and can be summarized into

[C ]{Te }  [ K ]{Te } [ Fe ]

(3.4)

where, [N] is the element shape function matrix, [D] is the constitutive or material
stiffness matrix, C is the specific heat matrix, Te is vector containing nodal temperature,
K is the conductivity matrix and Fe is the vector containing the internal heat sources and
the boundary conditions and serves as the nodal loads. The mathematical formulation of
these matrices is as follow
[C ]    (C p [ N ][ N ']) dV

[ K ]   [ B '][ D][ B] dV   h[ N ][ N '] d A
A

[ Fe ]   Q[ N ] dV   hT [ N ] d A
V

A

The temperature field is obtained in thermal analysis by using the Eq.(3.4) in which
assembled element equations are simultaneously solved for the whole divided volume
into number of elements for the unknown nodal temperatures. The gain of the internal
energy is associated with the latent heat of fusion. The sharp increase in the heat capacity
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at the fusion temperature due to the latent heat of fusion during the phase change causing
the convergence issues. Therefore, enthalpy method is used for the transient thermal
analysis and provided along the enthalpy of the material as a function of temperature.

3.3 STRUCTURAL MATHEMATICAL MODEL

The formulation of the structural analysis is based on the principle of virtual work
that the virtual change in internal strain energy must be offset by an identical change in
the external work due to applied loads. Considering the strain energy due to the thermal
stresses resulting from the constrained motion of body during the a temperature change
and the principal of virtual work and the divergence theorem, the equilibrium equation
and the constitutive equations can be written as

{ u}'  [ B '][ D][ B]{u}dV  { u}'  [ B '][ D]{ th }dV
V

V

(3.5)

 { u}'  [ N ']{P}dA  { u}'{ f }
A

Since { u}' vector is common in all terms and represent the virtual displacements.
The condition required to satisfy above equation reduces to
[ K ]{u}  {F th }  {F pr }  {F n }

where

[ K ]   [ B '][ D][ B] dV

is

the

element

stiffness

matrix,

V

{F th }   [ B '][ D]{ th }dV is the element thermal load vector,
V
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{ th }  {}T

is the

thermal strain vector, { } is the vector of coefficient of thermal expansion,

{F pr }   [ N ']{P}dA is the element pressure vector and { f } is the nodal force vector.
A

3.4 HEAT SOURCE MODELLING

Modelling of heat source plays a vital role in the simulation of welding analysis
because it serves as a thermal load. The non uniform temperature field generated due to
intense local heating causes Fusion Zone (FZ) and Heat Affected Zone (HAZ) , change in
microstructure, molten weld pool. Deformations, stress and strain fields, and resulting
residual stresses are due to transient temperature distribution which in turn dependent
upon the heat applied and heat distribution pattern. The moving volumetric heat
distribution proposed by Goldak is used to determine the temperature history and weld
bead profile. The Goldak double ellipsoidal heat input model, based on the Gaussian heat
distribution power in space, has capability of shallow and deep penetration. The power
density of double ellipsoidal body heat distribution can be mathematically formulated as.

q ( x, y, z ) 

6

3 fQ

abc 
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Fig. 3.1: Heat source model
where a,b,c are the shape parameter of the Goldak heat source for the weld pool
geometry as in Fig. 3.1. In Goldak double ellipsoidal heat density distribution, the front
half and rear half are the quarter of two different ellipsoids where f determines the
fraction of heat deposition in the front and rear region. The fractional heat is specified by
the following relation.

f f  fr  2

3.5 IMPLEMENTATION OF MOVING GOLDAK HEAT SOURCE

The moving Goldak heat source is the most commonly used model for the flat plates.
However, it can be used for spatial curved seam just like in the spiral welded pipes. The
position of any point from the welding tip source is described with reference to local
coordinates system with the help of Frenet’s formulas[67]. The relation between the
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moving local and fixed global coordinate system has been developed. The orientation of
moving local coordinate system with three mutually perpendicular axes is continuously
changing along the spiral path with respect to the global coordinates system. The Goldak
heat source distribution is associated with local coordinate system with origin describing
the contact of welding wires which are producing arc. The origin O of fixed global
coordinate system xyz is at the centre of pipe with i , j , k orthogonal set of unit vectors.
Similarly, the origin O ' of moving local coordinate system x ' y ' z ' is on the spiral path at
any time t with et , en , eb as orthogonal set of unit vectors. Fig. 3.2 shows the fixed global
and moving local coordinate system.

Fig. 3.2: Local and Global coordinate system


The position vector p of any point on the spiral line can be described with reference
to global coordinate by the following equation.
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p  x i  y j  z k  r cos i  r sin  j  r tan  k

(3.7)

where r is the radius of spiral seam, α is the spiral helix angle, θ is the rotational
advancement. The relationship of the rotational advancement with the manufacturing


feed velocity v can be obtained by taking the time derivate of the position of vector p
Eq.(9).


dp
d 
d 
d 
  r sin 
i  r cos 
j  r tan 
k
dt
dt
dt
dt

(3.8)

The rate of change in the rotational advancement defines the angular velocity ω. So
by using the definition of   d

dt it gives


 dp

v
  r sin  i  r cos  j  r tan  k
dt

(3.9)

Taking the magnitude of Eq.(3.9) , it gives the relation of rotational advancement and
feed velocity.


v  v  (  r sin  )2  (r cos  )2  (r tan  ) 2

v  v  ( r )2{sin 2   cos 2   tan 2  }

(3.10)

(3.11)

By applying the trigonometric identities sin2θ + cos2θ = 1 and 1 + tan2α = sec2α, it can
be reached to
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v  r sec
d 

(3.12)

v cos 
dt
r

(3.13)

Solving the above differential equation by taking integration


v cos 
dt
r
0
t

 d  
0



3.5.1

(3.14)

v t cos 
r

(3.15)

Determining the et vector

From the Frenet’s Formula, the rate of the change in the position vector with respect
to the infinitesimal small arc ds describes the tangent vector on the curve with unit
magnitude..


d p d r d
et 

ds d ds

et 

(3.16)

d
 r sin  i  r cos  j  r tan  k
ds

et 





r
 sin  i  cos  j  tan  k
s'
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(3.17)

(3.18)

From the magnitude of et 1 , we have

r
( )2  ( sin  )2  (cos  ) 2  ( tan  ) 2   12
s'

(3.19)

r
( )2 sec2   1
s'

(3.20)

s '  r sec 

(3.21)

Putting Eq.(3.21) into Eq.(3.18) we get et
et   cos  sin  i  cos  cos  j  sin  k

3.5.2

(3.22)

Determining the en vector

The normal unit vector on the spatial curve is equal to the product of radius of
curvature and the rate of change of unit tangent vector with respect to the infinitesimal
small arc ds. Mathematically it can be written as

en  

en 

 r
{

s' s'

( cos  

det
de d
 t
ds
d ds

(3.23)

sin 
r
cos 
r
s '') i  (sin  
s '') j  2 s '' tan  k} (3.24)
s'
s'
s'
s'

From Eq. (3.21), taking again derivative of s ' with respect to dθ
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s '' 

ds '
0
d

(3.25)

Putting Eq. (3.25) in Eq. (3.24), we get

en  

r
{cos  i  sin  j }
2
s'

(3.26)

From the magnitude of en 1 , we have

(

r 2
) {cos 2   sin 2  }  12
2
s'

(3.27)

 r  s '2

(3.28)

en   {cos  i  sin  j }

(3.29)

Putting Eq. (3.28) in Eq. (3.26)

3.5.3

Determining the eb vector

The direction perpendicular to the osculating plane (plane containing the et and en
vector) is binormal unit vector on the curve. So it can be given by

eb  e t  e n

(3.30)

eb  sin  sin  i  sin  cos  j  cos  k

(3.31)

The Eq.(3.22), Eq.(3.29) and Eq.(3.31) can be expressed into matrix form as
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 et    cos  sin 
  
en     cos 
e   sin  sin 
 b 

cos  cos 
 sin 
 sin  cos 


sin    i 
 
0   j 
cos   k 
 



(3.32)

The local coordinate system x ' y ' z ' consist of tangent, normal and binomial unit
vector on the spiral curve, determined at any instant of time by using above set of
equations. The body heat distribution is applied as thermal load to any point d on the
spiral pipe by calculating the Goldak’s distances from the tip of the heat source. The
position vector of point d from the wire tip with reference to global coordinate system is
calculated and projected on the local coordinate system at that instant of time to compute
the Goldak’s distances.

  
O ' d  Od  p

x '  et  O ' d

y '  en  O ' d

z '  eb  O ' d

(3.33)

(3.34)

3.6 Finite Element Model

For the analysis of three dimensional nonlinear transient thermo-mechanical
phenomena, a geometrical model consisting of ring is developed which is actually the
portion of spiral welded pipe. The spiral ring with outer diameter of 711mm with the wall
thickness of 16mm is modeled. The length of spiral ring is about 10 times less than the
pitch of spiral pipe which is 1460 mm. The spiral seam rolled on the pipe is define by the
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helix angle α which is the function of parameters as the pitch and the diameter of the pipe
and can be calculated by.

 P 
  tan 1 

D 
where P is the pitch of spiral pipe and D is the pipe diameter. A 3-D finite element
model is developed using ANSYS as finite element package and shown in Fig. 3.3

Fig. 3.3: Finite element mesh
In order to predict the accurate temperature history due to thermal loading involving
heating and cooling cycles, uncoupled heat transfer transient analysis is performed to
solve the heat conduction problem with convection and radiation as boundary conditions.
The combined heat loss on the surface due convection and radiation is modeled. Thermal
loading due to the welding moving heat source is applied as the volumetric heat density
with the double ellipsoidal model proposed by Goldak et al. [68]. A user subroutine is
written for the moving body heat source in which position, time and Goldak parameters
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are passed through the routine to evaluate the heat flux. The welding heat source power Q
which is dependent upon the efficiency η of the welding process, and the applied voltage
and current and given by relation below.
Q VI

where, V and I stand for the voltage and current, respectively. The efficiency of
submerged arc welding process is taken as 85% . The characteristic of Goldak parameters
are related to the bead profile and shown in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1:Goldak heat source parameters

Goldak Parameters
Width of the heat source, b (mm)
Depth of the heat source, c (mm)
Front heat source distance, af (mm)
Rear heat source distance, ar (mm)
Front ellipsoidal heat fraction ff
Rear ellipsoidal heat fraction, fr
Velocity, v (mm/sec)

Value
11
12
16
24
0.4
1.6
19.17

The thermo-physical properties of the material depending upon temperature are
provided. The large change in the internal energy due to intense heating is causing the
phase change in the model. Therefore, enthalpy as a function of temperature is provided
to account for the latent heat over the range of the solidus and liquidus temperature.
Intense heat of the moving arc generates the melted zone in specimen. The thermal
conductivity of the material is assumed higher than its value at room temperature in those
region to initiate the fluid flow when the temperature reaches above the solidus
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temperature [32,66]. The welding is performed first on the bottom side and then on the
top side with the subsequent intermediate cooling cycle, related to position of the torches.
Most commonly the latter arc unit is placed at half of the pitch before 12 o'clock as
compared to the prior arc unit. Therefore an equivalent intermediate cooling time is given
between the first and last welding pass on the bottom and top side respectively.
A rate independent bilinear isotropic hardening material is considered for the material
constitutive behavior which implies the Mises yield surface, associated flow rule and the
von Mises yield criterion for the material plasticity. The thermal and mechanical
temperature dependent material properties for both base and filler metal are assumed to
be the same which are provided in the Table 3.2.
Table 3.2: Temperature Dependent thermal and mechanical properties

Temperature
(ºC)

Thermal
Conductivity
(W/mK)

Specific
Heat
(J/kgK)

Enthalpy
×109
(J/m3)

Poisson's
ratio

Yield
Stress
(MPa)

Young's
Modulus
(GPa)

0
100
300
450
550
600
720
800
1450
1510
1580
5000

51.9
51.1
46.1
41.05
37.5
35.6
30.64
26
29.45
29.7
29.7
42.2

450
499.2
565.5
630.5
705.5
773.3
1080.4
931
437.93
400
735.25
400

1
2
2.65
3.8
4.1
4.55
5
5.23
9
11
11
12.5

0.2786
0.3095
0.331
0.338
0.3575
0.3738
0.3738
0.4238
0.4738
0.499

290
260
200
150
120
110
9.8
9.8
0.0098
0.0098

200
200
200
150
110
88
20
20
2
0.2
0.00002
0.00002

Thermal
Expansion
Coefficient
×10-6 (ºC-1)
10
11
12
13
14
14
14
15
15.5

A sequentially coupled analysis is performed in which the thermal results are applied
on the mechanical model for the prediction of the residual stress field. The mesh during
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the thermo-mechanical elastic plastic model is same as that in the thermal analysis. The
boundary conditions are applied for the numerical convergence and restricting the rigid
body motion in the model. For this reason the model is constrained far away from the
welding region so that boundary conditions may not affect the stress field. Finite element
discretization and meshing in both thermal and structural formulations are such that they
can capture the accurate stress and temperature gradient. Therefore, dense mesh is
achieved near the weld portion while the region away from it has comparatively coarse
mesh. A combination of solid brick elements and tetrahedral elements are used to built up
the model with eight and four nodes, respectively. For thermal analysis, SOLID 70 is
used because of its thermal conduction capability to solve steady and transient problem
with single degree of freedom. The equivalent structural element SOLID 185 is used for
3D structural analysis. It has three degree of freedom with capabilities such as plasticity,
large deflection, large strain, stress stiffening, swelling and creep. Furthermore, these
elements are also support birth and death option for filler deposition.

3.7 FILLER MATERIAL ADDITION

In the current simulation, the addition of filler material deposition is also considered.
Initially, the whole finite element model is generated. For thermal analysis, all elements
belonging to the weld pool are deactivated by assigning very low thermal conductivity.
The weld elements are added on both sides depending upon whether welding is being
done on the top or bottom side. The weld bead elements are activated as the welding
progresses and these elements must be under the influence of heat source. To avoid the ill
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conditioning and float, the nodes not attached to the active elements are remained fixed at
ambient temperature till the birth of respective elements.
In the structural, the reference temperature for zero thermal strain calculation is set as
melting and ambient temperatures for the filler and base metal, respectively. In order to
avoid the numerical instabilities, it is revealed that elements are not born until the heat
source has passed. At such instant, elements have reached to their peak temperature and
consequently experience cooling. Furthermore, the property of temperature dependent
secant coefficient of thermal expansion is also modified according to prescribed reference
temperature of deactivated filler elements and their material properties are also switched
at the time of activation. The Full Newton-Rapshon iterative scheme along with the
modified material property table is used for improved convergence and reformulated
stiffness matrix.
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CHAPTER 4

WELD INDUCED STRESSES AND EFFECT

OF TIME LAG

The non uniform temperature and stress field is produced due to welding. The results
obtained from the developed model as discussed in pervious chapter are analyzed in this
section. Temperature and stress evolution in spiral is at different locations and times are
presented. The effects of stress by introducing the time lag in the weld torches are also
described.

4.1 VALIDATION

4.1.1

Thermal Validation

The high temperature and flux gradient due to the heat input per unit volume by the
arc generated between the wire and base metal due to the heat source interaction with
material cause severe thermal excursions which result into fusion and HAZ region. The
thermal loading of heating and cooling cause the melting, re-melting and solidification of
the weld pool and generates the boundaries of fusion and HAZ. For the validation
purpose, the comparison of numerically obtained boundaries and dimension of HAZ is
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made with welding data sheet [69] of spirally weld pipes of same dimension and grade. A
reasonable good and close agreement is found between them as shown in Fig. 4.1.
The fusion zone and heat affected zone exhibits different mechanical and
metallurgical behavior as compared to the base metal. This is because that in these
regions, the attained peak temperature is well above the solidus temperature which
changes the microstructure. The phase transformation, changes in microstructure and
mechanical properties are mainly dependent upon the heat input, peak temperature and
cooling rate. The cross-sectional temperature distributions for different times along the
location 2 are shown for inner and outer welding in Fig. 4.2: These temperature
distribution characterize the weld bead shape and also responsible for the change in
micro-structural properties in the vicinity of FZ (fusion zone) and HAZ.

Fig. 4.1: Comparison of HAZ dimensions
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Table 4.1: HAZ dimensions

(Inner FE HAZ )

(Comparison with data sheet)

(Outer FE HAZ)

(Outer)

(Inner)

Fig. 4.2: Cross sectional temperature distribution
4.1.2

Structural Validation

It is well reported that the high tensile residual stresses usually exist near to the weld
region and parallel to the direction of weld line. Theses tensile stresses are high enough
that they may even surpass the yield stress. The weld metal fracture and weld cracking
are the detrimental effects of the tensile stresses. Further away from the weld line, the
residual stresses are compressive which are counter balanced of the tensile stresses. The
tangential stress whose direction is always parallel to the rolling weld direction and
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change accordingly to the weld line in case of spiral welding. Therefore, the tangential
residual stresses cause high tensile stresses in the locality of weld zone. The
transformation of stresses at location 2 is performed for both inner and outer side by
using the Eq. (4.1) and shown in Fig. 4.3. The distribution of stresses, as suggested by
Masubuchi and Martin [70] by Eq. (4.2) and Tada and Paris [71] by Eq. (4.3), are also
plotted for justification. Here, σm is the maximum stress in the weld zone, b is the half of
the width of tension zone and y is the distance in transverse direction to the weld.
   Aik kl Ajl

(4.1)

  y 2 
 1  y 2 
   m 1     exp     
 b 
 2 b  





(4.2)
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   m 1     1    
 b   b 

(4.3)

It is evident that the tensile tangential stress in spiral ring is higher in outer side as
compared to the bottom side and their values are 308.4 MPa and 283.5 MPa, respectively.
The percentage increase with reference to the bottom surface is found to be 8.78%. The
tensile residual stress area is wider on outer surface than inner surface. This is because of
post heating by the outer side welding which reduces the tensile stresses and tensile area
on the inner surface. The distribution as suggested by Masubuchi and Tada showed the
slight variation away from the weld zone but still reasonable agreement is observed in
weld region. Away from the weld zone, the deviation of compressive stresses is due to
the curvature of pipe and double sided welding.
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Fig. 4.3: Tangential stress distribution

4.2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The double submerged arc welding of spiral pipe ring is performed. The residual
stress field is mainly dependent upon the nonlinear temperature distribution in the whole
domain.
Three different locations are taken for investigation of temperature profile along the
cross-section of welding line. The details of these positions in cylindrical coordinates for
both inner and outer sides are shown in Table 4.2. The outer and inner sides are denoted
by a-a' and b-b' while the subscripts 1, 2, and 3 represent the corresponding locations.
The temperature profiles at each cross section for different times are plotted in the
Fig. 4.4. At each cross-section, four different times are taken which are corresponding to
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the time required to reach at each cross-section on the inner and outer side, while
remaining times are at the end of intermediate and the final cooling.
The temperature rises suddenly to very high value even above the melting
temperature on the centre of each cross section. The temperature on the inner surface
rises at 11.87 s, 18.35 s and 24.83 s. The moving heat source reaches progressively on all
these locations at these values of time. Since the center of heat source is along the weld
line, the maximum value of temperature is at the 0 mm on the cross-sectional line.
Table 4.2: Cross sectional positions along the weld seam

Position No.

Location 1
Location 2
Location 3

Outer
/Inner
Inner
Outer
Inner
Outer
Inner
Outer

Radial
distance
r (mm)
695
711
695
711
695
711

Azimuth
Angle
θ (deg)
16.18
16.18
25.89
25.89
35.59
35.59

Axial
Position
z (mm)
65.62
65.62
105
105
144.37
144.37

It can also be seen that the distribution of temperature normal to the weld lines have a
sharp gradient. As moving away from the center, the temperature decreases till it almost
reaches to the room temperature. The shape of temperature profile normal to rolling
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direction of welding is similar to the distribution observed in circumferentially weld pipe
[37]. Moreover, the similar shape of temperature profile is also seen in the plate welding
[72].
It is also clear from the distribution that the temperature on the both side of the centre
line varies symmetrically irrespective of the spiral welding and also the exponential
decay of temperature on both side is same which justified by the Rosenthal analytical
solution of heat flow [73]. The temperature peak is higher on the outer side than on the
lower side. The high peaks of temperature on the outer side are observed at 132.22 s,
138.83 s and 145.44 s. The heat source reaches to corresponding locations at each instant
of time. There is no significant change in the maximum temperature value and profile at
each location which is because of the constant speed and heat input process parameters.
At the end of intermediate and final cooling, the temperature profile drops down to the
lower values due to the heat conduction and heat loses in the form convection and
radiation.
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(a)

(d)

(b)

(e)

(c)
Inner Side

(f)
Outer Side

Fig. 4.4: Temperature variation at each cross section
The transient temperature histories at the centre of inner and outer cross-sectional
lines are plotted in the Fig. 4.5. which is similar in trend to [37,65,66] The sharp rise of
temperature is seen as the heat source passes through the each point with the
corresponding value of time. The temperature decreases rapidly after the passing of the
arc. The intermediate cooling time is much lower than the final cooling time. During the
final cooling, the temperature value returns gradually to the room temperature. When the
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top welding starts, after finishing of the intermediate cooling, the temperature of inner
side again increases from lower temperature value to almost 450 ºC, as shown in Fig. 4.7.
The welding on the outer side acts as post weld heat treatment for the inner side weld.
The influence of top welding on the bottom side weld can also be seen in the stress
distribution.
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Fig. 4.5: Transient temperature (a) At the centre of inner cross-sectional lines (b) At
the centre of outer cross-secional lines

The temperature distribution at inner and outer weld seam during the bottom and top
welding are shown in the Fig. 4.6 and Fig. 4.7. The temperature is high enough in weld
pool during the bottom welding but on the opposite side the torch is not yet passed and
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the weld bead is still not laid therefore; the temperature on the top weldment is at room
temperature. The variation of temperature on the top is seen away from the weld bead
during the bottom welding. The isotherms of temperature evolve and spread behind the
heat source which is due to the conduction of heat towards the lower temperature region.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4.6: Temperature distribution during bottom welding on (a) inner and (b) outer
side

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4.7: Temperature distribution during top welding on (a) inner and (b) outer side
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The binormal stress distribution which is perpendicular to the direction of weld seam
and representing the transversal stress of spirally weld path. The binormal stress
distributions are plotted for inner and outer spiral weld line in the Fig. 4.8 by performing
the transformation of stresses along the weld direction. The stress for the outer side at
both start and end is compressive and least compressive at the middle. The inner side
stress is tensile at start and end location. The final states of residual stresses are
dependent upon the temperature distribution attained in last welding pass. Therefore, The
trend of the binormal stress on the top side has a close resemblance with the study [4,6].

Fig. 4.8: Binormal Stress distribution
The von Mises stress distribution for both inner and outer spiral weld lines for bottom
welding are shown in the Fig. 4.9. With the passage of time, the von Mises stress starts to
develop behind the heat source and at the end of intermediate cooling it becomes the
residual stress on the inner weld line. This is due to the lowering of temperature gradient
behind the heat source position and attainment of thermal strain as the temperature
decreases with time. Therefore, high value residual is reached at the end of intermediate
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cooling due to the metal shrinkage and developed thermal strain. The value of von Mises
stress is zero ahead to heat source position and also on outer weld line. Thus, the residual
stresses are not yet build up there because weld fusion is not occurred. Residual stress of
low value is present at the position of heat source centre and surrounding because of high
temperature gradient in this region. The attained high temperature results in melting of
weldment in this area. Moreover, the insignificant contribution of von Mises stress is due
to the low value elastic modulus at a high temperature.
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(Inner weld line)

(Outer weld line)

Fig. 4.9: During bottom welding and intermediate cooling
After the completion of bottom welding and intermediate cooling, the top welding
starts and then final cooling step occurs. The residual distributions are shown for outer
and inner weld line during the top welding in Fig. 4.10. The von Mises stress develops on
the outer weld line as the welding proceeds, similar to the bottom welding on inner line.
The residual stress on inner weld line has already been attained by the completion of
bottom welding and intermediate cooling. Therefore, the temperature distribution by top
welding redistributes the stresses on the inner weld line. The sudden drop in the stress
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value is due to the penetration of heat towards the bottom side during the top welding and
it moves to the next location according to the heat source position with time.

(Inner weld line)

(Outer weld line)

Fig. 4.10: During top welding and final cooling

4.3 EFFECT OF TIME LAG

The top and bottom welding heads are situated at such a position which produces the
welding time gap. Therefore, an intermediate cooling of bottom weldment occurs before
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the initiation of top welding. Usually the adjusted bottom and top submerged arc units are
before 6 o'clock and 12 o'clock respectively. The rolled strip passes through the bottom
welding unit before reaching to the top welding unit. The inclination of torch positions
effects the weld bead shape due to the rotation of pipe and weld metal pool. Therefore,
the concave and convex weld beads are produced somehow on bottom and top
respectively. However, the current study does not incorporate the flow of weld metal and
the rotation of pipe instead the heat source is moved along the weld path. The
intermediate time is varied for six different corresponding pitch positions of top welding
relative to the bottom welding as in Table 4.3. The different configurations of top
welding at various pitch position are shown in the Fig. 4.11.
Table 4.3: Welding times for different distance lag in pitch

No.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Distance
lag in
Pitch
0.25
0.5
0.75
1
1.25
1.5

Bottom
Welding
Time (sec)
34.54
34.54
34.54
34.54
34.54
34.54

Intermediate
Cooling
Time (sec)
25.49
85.54
145.59
205.64
265.68
325.73
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Top
Welding
Time (sec)
35.26
35.26
35.26
35.26
35.26
35.26

Final
Cooling
Time(sec)
1800
1800
1800
1800
1800
1800

Fig. 4.11: Welding positions

(Outer side)

(Outer side)

Fig. 4.12: For all cases Plastic strain and von Mises stress4
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The equivalent plastic strain and von Mises stress for all cases are plotted at location
2 on the outer side for all cases. It is found that the maximum value of plastic strain does
not change appreciably with varying the lag time between the welding torch units.
However, it is observed that the maximum value of plastic strain occurs at the interface of
filler material with side wall and minimum at the center of the welding line. Further away
from the side walls it reduces sharply till it vanishes. The molten state of filler metal in
the weld groove and it's restriction in material flow path is due to side the walls. The
fusion of side walls at high temperature and subsequent contraction on cooling results in
the maximum value of plastic strain at the contact surfaces. It is also observed that the
level of von Mises stress distribution is also same in all cases near to the weld line. The
position of case-1 is at 0.25 of pitch which is closest to the bottom welding source and
has least intermediate cooling time. The isotherm generated by the top welding is affected
more in this case. Therefore, prolonged area of high stress is observed and least area is in
the case-6 which is 5 times away from the case-1. Thus, there is an insignificant change
in the residual stress level in the vicinity of weld which is approaching to 280 MPa for all
pitch positions. However, the small variation is observed away from the weld in all
cases.

4.4 CONCLUSION

A comprehensive model for spiral welded pipe has been developed to investigate the
distribution of temperature welding. By sequentially coupling the structural model with
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the thermal model, welding residual stress field has been analyzed to draw out the
following conclusions:


The stress field distributions of spiral welding in the tangential and binormal
space are similar to that of plate welding.



The tensile stress on the bottom side of the weld bead is lower than the upper
side because of redistribution of stresses during top welding.



The maximum plastic strain occurs at the walls of the groove adjoining the
base metal.



Time lag has an insignificant effect on the residual stress level and maximum
estimated value of plastic strain. However, change in the time lag increase or
decrease the high stress area.
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CHAPTER 5

HOOP STRESS DISTRIBUTION AND

SPLIT RING TEST ANALYSIS

Residual hoop stress induced due welding in the pipe has the significant effect and its
one of the criterion for designing of pipelines to suit their purpose. The weld induced
hoop stress distribution is analyzed in the spiral pipe in the current chapter. The study is
also conducted whether the split ring test estimates the weld induced hoop stress or not.

5.1 HOOP STRESS IN A SPIRAL PIPE AND ITS COMPARISON

During the working service pressures, resulting stresses are developed. These
pipelines are normally designed for the load of hoop stress of 72% of minimum specified
of the yield strength (SMYS) of the base material. The Barlow approximation [74] for the
circumferential hoop stress and longitudinal axial stress are given by.
1 D
2 t
1 D
 z  ( ) Pi
4 t

   ( ) Pi
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(5.1)

where D is the nominal diameter of pipe, t is the wall thickness. It is quite interesting
from the Eq.(5.1) that the magnitude of the resulting hoop stress is twice the axial stress.
Due to this reason the longitudinal burst often occur during the pressure test which
determines the failure mode of the pipe. Therefore, the design criterion of hoop stress is
necessarily met for the safe and reliable application of the pipe.
The actual stresses in the pipe can be higher than the applied hoop stress, as
generally, the residual stresses are not accounted for design. These stresses are additive
and contributing in stress field. Therefore, fabrication induced stresses have gained
interest for more structural integrity assessment procedure which required more
information of residual stress state for accurate design approach of the pipe.
The spiral welded pipes can withstand more hoop stress as compared to the
longitudinal welded pipes. The basic reason is the deviation of the spiral seam relative to
the pipe axis. The longitudinal pipes experience the maximum hoop stress while the
spiral pipes are subjected to some of its fraction as shown in Fig. 5.1. Therefore, theses
pipes can withstand more hoop stress relative to the longitudinal pipes. The relationship
of the weld normal stress acting perpendicular to the weld seam and the helix angle are
related by the following equation [75].

 n   z (cos2  )   (sin 2  )

(5.2)

where,  z and   are longitudinal and hoop stress respectively,  is the helix angle
relative to pipe axis.
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Fig. 5.1: Hoop stress in spiral and longitudinal pipe [76]
The stress dependence on the weld angle is explicitly explained by Knoop and
Sommer [77]. For the three cases of loading, the ratio of normal stress to the
circumferential stress as a function of the weld angle is shown in Fig. 5.2.It is clear that
when neglecting the longitudinal stress, the more normal stress acting perpendicular to
the weld seam decreases with the deviation of seam angle from the pipe axis. It is found
form all loading cases, the longitudinal weld seam are subjected to highest stress, and
circumferential weld seam to the lowest stress. The spiral pipes are placed in between
them. Therefore, in these pipes the weld normal stress lies between the 50 to 75 % of the
longitudinal weld.
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Fig. 5.2: Stress dependence on the weld angle [77]

5.2 Residual Hoop Stress Field in Spiral Pipe

The residual hoop stress develops in spiral pipe due to the weld metal contraction and
expansion after the weld heating and its subsequent cooling. The hoop stress distribution
normal to the weld line on the inner and outer side is shown in Fig. 5.3. The tensile hoop
stress exists near the weld zone while the compressive stress is present far away from the
weld center line. The compressive stress away from weld line at distance of 25 mm on
outer side is comparatively higher than the inner side. The magnitude of the tensile hoop
is high and reaches near to the yield strength. On the outer side, hoop stress is relatively
low on the weld center line than just near in its vicinity. The similar distribution of stress
in spiral pipe is depicted in [63].
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Fig. 5.3: Residual hoop stress distribution normal to weld line
Since the hoop stress plays dominant role in service when the pipe is subject to the
high working internal pressure. For the required safe operation, the estimation of its hoop
stress must be assured. The hoop stress distribution along circumferential direction for
inner and outer side is shown in the Fig. 5.4. The peak hoop stress on both outer and
inner side is observed at the position of weld line. However, the maximum hoop stress on
the outer side is higher as compared to the inner side. The nature of stress at the weld line
is highly tensile. The magnitude of hoop stress on outer side is 470 MPa while on the
inner side is 420 MPa. The hoop stress decreases sharply just very near to weld line on
positive and negative angular positions at both outer and inner sides. The maximum
compressive stress is observed to be -100 MPa. The compressive stress zone is present
till 36º and -36º on both sides of pipe. The major portion of pipe doesn't have significant
hoop residual stress. The value of stress is nearly zero on negative angular position from 36º to -180º and also on positive angular position from 36º to 180º on both inner and
outer side. The hoop stress shows variation in circumferential direction i.e. tensile peak
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and compression zone. Therefore, weld residual stress distribution are not axisymmetric
in circumferential direction.
The hoop stress generates the bending moment stress along the thickness of the pipe.
The hoop shrinkage is the main cause of the well known tourniquet effect that is due to
the local inward deformation in the vicinity of weld [25]. The through wall Hoop stress
from outer side towards the inner side of pipe can be seen for different circumferential
location in the pipe in Fig. 5.5. The increasing direction of spirally welded helix is the
increasing circumferential direction. The 0º position where welding has been took place
while 90º, 180º and 270º positions are corresponding in the increasing circumferential
direction.

Fig. 5.4: Residual hoop stress along circumferential direction
The hoop stress is varying linearly along the thickness direction at 90º, 180º and 270º
positions. The bending nature of stresses is observed at these positions. The magnitude of
hoop stress far away from the weld location is very low which are only generated in
result of highly stressed region near weld. At 90º position, the outer side stress is found to
be 1MPa and on inner side it is -1.12 MPa. The stress is linearly decreasing at 90º and
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270 º positions with very low magnitudes. However, at 180º of weld position, the stress is
increasing from -0.51 MPa to 0.58 MPa from outer towards inner side. The stress
variation along thickness direction at weld 0º position is highly tensile of large
magnitude. The maximum hoop stress of 525 MPa is observed in the range of 7.6 mm to
10.4 mm. The similar distribution is observed in [33] along the thickness for the case in
which yield strength of weld and base material are considered to be same. The different
values of tensile hoop stresses are observed at 0 mm and 20 mm i.e at outer and inner side
of pipe.
There is always corresponding simple structural stress distribution in the form of
membrane and bending components for a given local through thickness stress distribution
of obtained finite element model which satisfy the equilibrium conditions [78].
Therefore, equilibrium-equivalent components to the local stress distribution can be
obtained. The structurally equivalent stress distribution in the form of membrane and
bending stress is written as,  s   m   b where  m is the membrane and  b is the
bending component. Generally, the membrane residual stresses are prevailing in the hot
rolled fabricated sections whereas the bending residual stresses are dominant in cold
formed sections [79]. The bending stress is assumed as linearly varying along the
thickness while the membrane stress is uniform tensile or compressive stress which is
constant through thickness.
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Fig. 5.5: Residual hoop stress along thickness
The hoop membrane and hoop bending stress through thickness are calculated at
different positions along the circumferential directions as show in Table 5.1. The
membrane stress values at 90, 180 and 270 positions are very low. At these positions, the
total stress has major bending stress component which is also comparatively small in
magnitude. At the 0º, the local plastic deformation due excessive heat at the weld
position causing high tensile hoop stress. Therefore, the membrane stress of large tensile
magnitude of 393 MPa is observed at this position. The bending stress value is found at
this position is comparatively much higher to the other far away positions from weld. The
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bending stress is linearly varying -22.5 MPa to 22.5 MPa from outer to inner side with
zero stress at the centre of thickness.
Table 5.1: Hoop membrane and hoop bending stress

Membrane
(MPa)
Outer
Centre
Inner

393.10

Membrane
(MPa)
Outer
Centre
Inner

0.03

0º
Bending
(MPa)
-22.54
0.00
22.54
180º
Bending
(MPa)
-0.58
0.00
0.58

Total
(MPa)
370.60
393.10
415.70

Membrane
(MPa)

Total
(MPa)
-0.51
0.03
0.58

Membrane
(MPa)

-0.06

-0.07

90º
Bending
(MPa)
1.09
0.00
-1.09
270º
Bending
(MPa)
0.71
0.00
-0.71

Total
(MPa)
1.00
-0.06
-1.13
Total
(MPa)
0.60
-0.06
-0.75

5.3 Split Ring Test

The manufacturing processes such as welding, thermal processing, sheet bending and
extrusion have the tendency to developed locked in residual stresses in the tubes and
pipes. These stresses exist in the part without the external load being applied. When the
part is subjected to external load, the residual stress state is superimposed on the resulting
stress state due to applied external load. The structural failure is possible if the combined
total stress state exceeds the design stress limit of the component. Therefore, it is
necessary to determine the residual stress in pipes to avoid the failure and crack
propagation.
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A straight forward experimental method for deducing residual stress in pipes is
commonly used named as split ring test. As this method is based on splitting and
relatively simple from other techniques such strain gage, X-Ray diffraction, Optical
techniques. Therefore, it is mostly adopted for the industrial inspection of the
components. The approach in this method is to measure the deflection in component after
sectioning. The deformation measurements then combine with an elasticity solution to
obtain the residual stresses in a tube or pipe. Usually, the residual circumferential stress
plays significant role in the welded pipes as the highly tensile stress exists near to the
weld. Additionally, due to the external load, the hoop stress is doubled of the longitudinal
stress. Therefore, in case of tubing and piping, the interest in estimation of hoop stress is
of major concern.

5.4 Stress Calculation Procedures

Many researchers have analyzed the split ring test and provide different equations for
the estimation of residual hoop stress in a pipe. In the splitting method, a longitudinal cut
is made in a ring of pipe through the wall thickness. The equilibrium is attained again
after splitting due to the redistribution of stress. The resulting deformation causes either
ring opening or closing. The formulation provided in [80] relates the residual hoop stress
in the component using theory of elasticity.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 5.6: Configuration (a) Before splitting (b) After splitting

In Fig. 5.6, a pipe ring is considered with inner and outer radii, a and b respectively.
The ring has been marked before splitting. After splitting, the marked points are
displaced due to the release of residual stress which causes to open or close the ring. A
moment has to be applied at two ends to retain the ring to its original position. The
moment would be equivalent and opposite in direction to the residual moment which
caused the deformation after splitting. The general solution of the problem is given in
[80] with assuming the stress distribution is symmetric about the pipe axis.

  A log r  Br 2 log r  Cr 2  D
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(5.3)

The stress function depends upon r . and A, B, C and D are constants determined
form the boundary conditions. The corresponding stress function is given by.

r 

1  A
  B(1  2log r )  2C
r r r 2

(5.4)

 

 2 A
 2  B(3  2 log r )  2C
r 2
r

(5.5)

 r  0

(5.6)

The required boundary conditions are taken for a ring of unit length as  r  0 for
b

r  a and r  b ,  r  0 at the boundaries and    rdr  M r .
a

Applying these boundary conditions yield the following expression for the hoop
stress above equations with manipulation, results the hoop stress into

  


4 M r   a 2b 2
b
r
a
log  b2 log  a 2 log  b 2  a 2 

2
n  r
a
b
r


(5.7)

Where the value of n is given by

n   b2  a 2   4a 2b2  log  b a  
2

and the residual moment, M r is calculated as:
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2

(5.8)

2
2 2
 2 2 2

 E   b  a   4a b  log  b a   
Mr  


8 
2  b2  a 2 



(5.9)

where, E is the modulus of elasticity,  is the measured angle of displacement
between the two marked ends. The total displacement between the points is defined as the
difference between the displacement of marks before and after splitting i.e.    o   f
and the angle  is related by

  r .

According to the crampton's method [81], the circumferential stress in a tube and pipe
can be estimated due to change in diameter on splitting by using the following equation
based upon the linear bending along the thickness.

 

Et  1
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2 
1    Do D f 

(5.10)

where Do and Df are initial and final diameter before and after the split respectively.
The equation is modified with approximation of the final diameter depending upon the
ring gap ΔC [62].
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(5.11)

Another equation given in [60] also relates the ring gap angle with the residual hoop
stress as .
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Et

4 R

(5.12)

where R is the mean radius. For rings longer than 0.1D, E is replaced by E 1  2  .

5.5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the current work, spiral welded pipe is longitudinally split at the position of 180º to
the weld. After splitting the residual stress is released which causes the redistribution of
stresses and new equilibrium position is achieved. The release of the stress causes the
corresponding release of associated residual bending moment in the pipe. The throughout
thickness, residual hoop stress before and after split is shown in Fig. 5.7(a) and the
difference in the stress state is given in Fig. 5.7(b). It is observed that the on the outer
side the residual stress of 6 MPa has been relieved and the gradually along the thickness
stress release is linearly decreasing upto 11.2 mm. However, from the thickness 11.2 to 2
mm, the difference in state before and after split is negative which shows that the stress
has been increased slight. The maximum stress increase of 1.55 MPa is found at 14 mm.
It can also be seen that after splitting, the hoop residual stress at the weld position is
dropped slightly.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 5.7: (a) Hoop stress before and after split (b) Stress difference before and after split
The hoop membrane and hoop bending stress after splitting is shown in Table 5.2.
The major portion of the pipe, except in the vicinity of welded zone, has low value of
bending hoop stress along the thickness. The small portion of hoop stress is released at
90º and 270ºafter splitting of pipe. It is observed that at the location of cut, the membrane
and bending hoop stresses are zero which depicts hoop stress is completely relieved. It is
because of the reason that the cutting position is far away from welding and before
splitting insignificant magnitude of hoop stress was present. At the weld location
membrane stress is released form 393.10 MPa to 387.60 MPa but the bending stress is
increased by 0.75 MPa along the thickness.
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Table 5.2: Hoop membrane and hoop bending stress after split

Membrane
(MPa)
Outer
Centre
Inner

387.60

Membrane
(MPa)
Outer
Centre
Inner

0.00

0º
Bending
(MPa)
-23.29
0.00
23.29
180º
Bending
(MPa)
0.00
0.00
0.00

Total
(MPa)
364.30
387.60
410.90

Membrane
(MPa)

Total
(MPa)
0.00
0.00
0.00

Membrane
(MPa)

-0.03

-0.01

90º
Bending
(MPa)
-0.50
0.00
0.50
270º
Bending
(MPa)
0.51
0.00
-0.51

Total
(MPa)
-0.50
-0.03
0.45
Total
(MPa)
0.49
-0.01
-0.52

At the weld location, after splitting the membrane stress is released as shown in
Table 5.3. The difference between before and after stress release is found to be 5.5 MPa.
The average relieved stress along thickness at weld is calculated to be 5.53MPa. The
maximum stress in the pipe is released at the weld location which is opposite to the
location of cut. The weld thermal stresses are not completely relieved due to longitudinal
splitting because the membrane stress of high value 387.6 MPa is still present after the
splitting. Only a small portion of membrane stress is observed to be released due to
splitting.
Table 5.3: Membrane and bending stress at weld before and after split

Outer
Centre
Inner

Before split stress (MPa)
Membrane
Bending Total
-22.54
370.60
393.10
0.00
393.10
22.54
415.70

After split (MPa)
Membrane Bending
-23.29
0.00
387.6
23.29
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Total
364.30
387.60
410.90

Difference (MPa)
Membrane Bending Total
0.75
6.30
5.5
0.00
5.50
-0.75
4.80

Avg
(MPa)
5.53

The hoop stress along thickness is calculated in Table 5 .4 using ref. [80] which
employs elastic theory for curved bars in pure bending. It is evident that the calculated
hoop stress varies almost linearly along the thickness. The stress on the outer and inner
radius is estimated to be 4.07 MPa and -4.23 MPa respectively whereas in FEA model,
the stress on outer and inner side is found to be 6.30 MPa and 4.80 MPa respectively. The
hoop stress is also calculated using ref. [62] and ref. [60] as shown in Table 5 .5. The
calculated hoop stress using mentioned references are found to be 4.56 MPa and 4.45
MPa respectively. After splitting, the ring opening of 7.8 mm is observed in the pipe due
to displacement of the ends. The average hoop stress through FE model is calculated to
be 5.53 MPa which is nearly close to theoretically estimated values. It is clearly analyzed
that the split ring test does not calculate the residual hoop stress due to welding at the
weld location but it can only capable for determining the release in hoop stress after
splitting in the pipe. The localized residual stresses are produced due to non-uniform
heating and cooling during welding process. Therefore, split ring test unable to determine
the localized stresses due to welding as only a small portion of stress is released from the
weld location.
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Table 5.4: Hoop stress using Ref. [80]

r (mm)

α (rad)

n

695
696.8
698.6
700.3
702.1
703.9
705.7
707.4
709.2
711

0.01125
0.01122
0.01119
0.01116
0.01113
0.0111
0.01108
0.01105
0.01102
0.01099

8.74E-08
8.74E-08
8.74E-08
8.74E-08
8.74E-08
8.74E-08
8.74E-08
8.74E-08
8.74E-08
8.74E-08

σθ (MPa)
Ref. [80]
-4.23
-3.27
-2.32
-1.38
-0.45
0.48
1.39
2.29
3.19
4.07

Table 5.5: Hoop stress using Ref. [60] and Ref. [62]

ΔC
(mm)

7.816

 
t
(mm)

16

α

Et

4 R

Ref. [60]
(MPa)
0.011119




Et  1
1


 

1   2  Do  C

 Do  


 



FEA
Average
(MPa)

Ref. [62] (MPa)

4.56

4.45

5.53

5.6 CONCLUSION

The residual stresses in spiral pipe have been modeled due to welding process. The
hoop residual stress field is estimated which is generated due to intense heating of
welding. The split ring test is incorporated in the current model. The following
conclusions have been drawn out from the current work.
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In the inner and outer side of the pipe, the residual hoop stresses are highly tensile
at the welded pipe but compressive in the vicinity of the weld zone. The stresses
in the major portion of pipe are not significant. Therefore, the angular distribution
of stress is not symmetrical.



The hoop membrane and hoop bending stress are high at the weld location but not
significant at 90º, 180º and 270º to weld position.



The major portion of the pipe, except in the vicinity of welded zone, has low
value of bending hoop stress along the thickness.



The split ring test does not determine the residual hoop stress at the weld location.
However, it determines the released in stress due to the longitudinal cut. The
maximum stress released is found at the weld location.
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CHAPTER 6

EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS AND MODEL

VALIDATION

In the current chapter, the experimental background, theory and procedures are
mentioned. The finite element simulation of spiral submerged arc welded ring is
conducted but the reliability and the validation of the model is necessary for the residual
stress distribution. Therefore, experimentation is performed using hole drilling method
for residual stress calculation. The comparison between the experimental results and
finite elements are made for verification purpose.

6.1 INTRODUCTION

Finite element simulation has been also conducted for a spirally welded ring. The
FEA solution is based on the number assumptions such as the qausi-stationary heat
source moves with constant speed and magnitude of distributed flux intensity. However,
variation in the speed and variable flux intensity is present during the actual
manufacturing process. Other assumptions can be the material model and its properties at
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high elevated temperature. Despite of these, reliable results can be obtained through FE
simulation.
The usefulness of FE based model relies completely upon the verification with the
experimental work The homogeneity between them guarantees the correctness of FE
solution. The accuracy of model is judged on the basis of their comparison.

6.2 Residual Stress Measurement Techniques

Residual stresses are internal locked stresses in the component which are generated as
the result of manufacturing process. Such process can be welding, heat treatment, shot
peening, shape change and forming, grinding and machining, and material deformation. .
Mostly, residual stresses are undesirable because of their detrimental effects on the
product's life. The significant influences of stresses can be distortion and deformation,
metal shrinkage, dimensional instability, change in microstructure, brittle fracture, cold
cracking. The fatigue life of the product is directly affected because of such stresses.
The nature of residual stresses is different in each of the manufacturing process,
depends upon its origin and the cause. Welding is the most common process in industry,
generates residual stress of remarkable level. Weld metal solidification causing the
differential shrinkage and deformation due to contraction results into the undesirable
stress distribution in the structure. The origin of these stresses is the non-uniform thermal
heat distribution, causing plastic deformation and phase transformation in the material.
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The measurement of the stresses is necessary to identify that whether it can fit for the
required purpose or cause the failure damage. Different methods, procedure and
techniques have been adopted for the assessment of these stresses in the component. Each
of the method has its certain limitation, capability, advantage and accuracy depending
upon the nature of stress. The methods for residual stress measurement are based on the
destructive, non-destructive and semi-destructive techniques which are shown in Fig. 6.1.
The destructive and semi-destructive methods are referred as mechanical methods. The
original stress field is anticipated by the cause of stress relaxation due to complete or
partial removal of material.
The hole drilling strain gage technique is adopted for calculating the weld thermal
stress in the spiral welded ring of X70 grade steel. It is quiet useful and handy method for
identification of nature, orientation and measurement of weld induced stresses. It is
categorized as semi-destructive method because of a small hole is inserted in the
component for the estimation which is usually tolerable and can be easily repairable.
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Fig. 6.1: Different residual stress measurement techniques [79]

6.3 HOLE-DRILLING METHOD

Hole- drilling is an advent technique for measuring the residual stress. It is relatively
simple and quick. Due to insertion of very small hole in component, it is characterized as
a semi-destructive technique. The continuous research is growing to implement this
method for identifying the new measures for calculating the residual stress such spline,
intergral and power series method [82]. The investigations are being carried out to make
this method more accurate and reliable with less uncertainty errors. The drilled hole is
assumed to be absolute center of the strain gage rosette. Wang [83] studied the
misalignment errors associated with eccentric hole during the experimentation. The error
analysis was performed and it was found the 10% off-centre would cause the variation of
stress by five percent. Ajovalasit [84] obtained formulae to calculate the actual residual
stress with incorporating the eccentric parameters of the hole due to the misalignment.
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The application of this method is widely seen in welding technology to estimate the
residual stress field and validation of finite element model. Akbari and Sattari-Far [38]
experimentally measured the surface residual stress for dissimilar weld pipes and the
effect of magnitude of heat input on the stress distribution is studied. Deng et al. [33]
analyzed the multi-pass welding in the austenitic stainless steel. The hoop and axial
stresses are measured using electric resistance strain gage mounted on both inner and
outer side of the pipe to verify the 2D axisymmetric model. The similar strategy is
adopted for the authenticity of stress distribution in three dimensional circumferentially
arc welded pipe [37]. The regression based model was developed in [85], for
minimization of the residual stress in the heat affected zones of AISI 304 plate in which
principle stress magnitude and directions were calculated in HAZ using hole drilling
method. The residual stresses, before and after the hydrostatic test, in spirally welded
pipe were predicted by Forouzan et al. [66] using numerical technique. The justification
and validation of results are made through experiments using this technique.

6.4 Principle Of Hole Drilling Strain Gage Method

Various methods and procedure are proposed for determining the initial stress field in
a structural member by disturbing its stress equilibrium through mechanical device and
measuring the resulting deformation. Hole-drilling method of residual stress
measurement is laid on the same principle and its foundation was first laid by Mathar
[86].
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The residual stressed body is subjected to the small diameter hole. This introduction
of hole in relaxes the stresses at the location of hole and it's around. This is because that
every perpendicular to the free surface is necessarily a principal axis on which the shear
and normal stresses are zero. The disturbance in stress equilibrium due to relieved
stresses in the locality of hole region causes the local strains to correspondingly change.
The resulting deformation on the surface of the test object is measured for residual stress
calculation.
The calibration and empirical coefficient are used to determine the residual stress
form the obtained measured strains after drilling. These suitable constant are dependent
upon the hole type, i.e through hole or blind hole, type of strain gage rosette etc. This
method has an advantage that it can be conveniently and practically implemented with
fair accuracy and reliability.

6.5 Experimental Setup for Residual Stress Measurement

An experimental setup is established in the KFUPM Mechanical Stress Lab, for the
residual stress measurement in spirally welded API 5L X70 high grade steel pipe ring.
Initially strain gages are mounted on the inner side and, then by turn, are placed on the
outer side of the ring. The five strain gage rosettes of type CEA-XX-062UM-120 are
positioned, in line such as these are perpendicular to the weld seam. One of the strain
gage is on the weld centre line while the others two are attached on the both side of the
seam. The equally distance of 2.5 cm is maintained between the rosettes. The pictorial
view of the mounted gages on inner and outer side can be seen in Fig. 6.2.
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Outer side

Inner side

Fig. 6.2: Strain gage installation on inner and outer sides
The rosette type CEA-XX-062UM-120 in the current experimental work is used. The
advantage of these rosettes can be taken because of their small gage length. Therefore,
with this geometrical shape, hole can be placed near to the weld and on the seam without
any irregularity. The specification of the gage can be seen in Table 6.1.
Table 6.1: Strain gage specification

Gage pattern and
designation of
CEA-XX-062UM-120

Resistance
Ω

Dimensions
Gage
Length

120 ± 4%

Grid
Centre
line Dia.

Typical
hole dia.
Min. Max.

Matrix
Length Width

0.062
(inch)

0.202
(inch)

0.06
(inch)

0.08
(inch)

0.38
(inch)

0.48
(inch)

1.57
(mm)

5.13
(mm)

1.5
(mm)

2.0
(mm)

9.6
(mm)

12.2
(mm)
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6.5.1

Installation of strain gage and surface preparation

Prior to the bonding of gage on pipe, well properly prepared surface is achieved,
according to the instruction Bulletin B-129-8 of micro-measurement system. The purpose
of surface preparation is to obtain uncontaminated and a clean surface with the strong
stable bond for the consistent results. Mostly openly exposed to environment surfaces
contains some kind contamination, therefore surface preparation is a first and necessary
step.
The following basic five steps are followed for surface preparation.
1) Solvent degreasing
2) Abrading
3) Application of gage layout line
4) Conditioning
5) Neutralizing
The strain gage rosette is installed firmly with M-bond 200 Adhesive on after the
surface preparation according to the installation instructions provided in bulletin B-127-4.
6.5.2

Soldering and connections

After the insertion of gage, soldering and connection are made with the bondable
terminals. Soldering is simple procedure for wiring and can be conveniently used for the
lead wires connection. The application notes TT-603, TT-606 and TT-609 are followed
for the connection of strain gage with the bondable terminals and further with lead wires.
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The resistance of strain gages should be checked after the completion of connections. The
resistance value should be in the range of 120 ± 4% Ω.

Fig. 6.3: Different bondable terminal patterns
6.5.3

RS-200 Milling guide and setup

The RS-200 milling guide is highly precise instrument for measuring the stresses. The
setup is mounted on the strain gage. Its flexibility makes it more handy and suitable for
usage. The whole assembly comes in a protective carrying case. The main components
are milling guide assembly, microscope, high speed turbine, depth setting gauges with
other useful components such as illuminator assembly, anti-rotation adapter, alignment
template, tubing and pneumatic valve. The whole assembly is stationed on the pipe as
shown in Fig. 6.4. After finishing of measurements, the swivel pads of milling guide
assembly are removed with the help of pad removal tool.
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Fig. 6.4: Mounted assembly
6.5.4

RS-200 setup and alignment procedure

The whole assembly is aligned according to the RS-200 milling guide instruction
manual. For setting and alignment of the instruments, the following steps are executed


Alignment template center hole is placed on the rosette and fiducial marks are
drawn with the help of pencil for the swivel pads.



Milling guide assembly is to be placed over the marked holes and leveled
according to the surface with the help of leveling screws. The whole assembly
should be perpendicular to the test surface. After the adjustment, assembly is
returned back.



Cement mixture is made and applied on the marked circles. Carefully, place the
guide assembly over the cemented area. It should be assured that the pads are on
the marked circles within the tolerable limit of 3 mm. Wait till the assembly is
affixed.
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Whole assembly is mounted as shown in alignment setup in Fig. 6.5. Microscope
is adjusted for the clear view of the rosette.



The most important and crucial step which should be done carefully while
aligning. Microscope is used for this reason. The cross hairs which are seen
through microscope are adjusted with rosette cross hairs. Adjusting screws are
used for this purpose. When they are accurately aligned, firmly lock the screws. It
must be assured that exact centre has been achieved.



High speed component assembly is installed as shown in Fig. 6.6 for drilling the
hole. It is assured that drill bit is revolving with high speed and all pneumatic and
electrical wire connections are complete. Micrometer screw is rotated for the
insertion of hole into the part at very fast rotating speed.



The measured strains through strain indicator, hole depth through micrometer and
hole diameter using microscope can be recorded, respectively.

Fig. 6.5: Alignment setup assembly [87]

Fig. 6.6: High speed drill assembly [87]
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6.6 P3 Strain Indicator and Data Acquisition Recorder

P3 strain indicator from Vishay measurement group is a highly accurate instrument as
shown in Fig. 6.7, used with resistive strain gages and strain-gage-based transducers. It
works as a bridge amplifier, static strain indicator, and digital data logger in a wide stress
measurement application. The indicator has capability to attain signal from full- half- and
quarter-bridge inputs with 120-, 350- and 1000- bridge completion resistance.

Fig. 6.7: P3 strain indicator
6.6.1

P3 strain recorder setup

The following main steps are taken to use the P3 strain recorder.


Lead wires connection in quarter bridge circuit is made. Each wire of the gage is
connected to channel-1, channel 2 and channel 3 of the indicator.



Laptop/ Computer interface can be made through the USB wire connection for
data recording on the Laptop/computer



Balance the strain gage reading on the indicator to the initial zero strain.
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6.7 EXPERIMENTAL OPERATION

Experimental procedure is quiet easy for the residual stress measurement using hole
drilling method. The experimental operation can be summarized in the following steps:


Carefully, mount the three grid strain gage rosette on the surface at the location
where residual stresses are need to be determine.



P3 strain indicator is connected cautiously to each grid of the strain. Before
introducing hole into the part, P3 strain indicator must be balanced to zero strain
for each rosette reading.



Accurate placement and adjustment of the RS-200 milling guide assembly on the
strain gage with perfect hole centering for drilling. This step is most critical for
correct stress measurement. Therefore, it should be performed with care.



Precision hole is drilled through the centre of rosette into the test part. High speed
turbine is used for this purpose.



Measurement of relaxed strains are obtained and recorded.



Using special data reduction relationships (according to the ASTM E837) are
used to determine principal stresses from the measured strain.

A small blind hole in cylindrical shape of known configuration, diameter and depth is
introduced into the test part. For the blind hole, no closed form solution exists from the
theory of elasticity. Therefore, the coefficients are obtained through calibration or
empirical procedure [87]. These coefficient are depend upon the geometrical shape,
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diameter of hole, depth of hole, type of strain gage and material on which test is being
conducted. However, through different approaches, the material dependency on the
calibration coefficient is excluded and leaving only the geometrical dependent, proposed
by Schajer [88]. Finite element techniques or experimental methods are mostly employed
to calculate these coefficients. These coefficients can also be found in ASTM E837 [89]
for standard testing procedure for residual stress measurement. In the case of nonuniformity in the stress field distribution, power series and integral methods are
formulated to determine stress from strain relaxation data [90]. In the current work, the
H-drill commercially available software is used for stress field evaluation.
The objective of the current work to inspect the residual stresses in a spiral welded
ring sample using hole drilling method as show in Fig. 6.8. Furthermore is to develop a
finite element model and validate it with the experimentally calculated residual stresses.
The principal residual stresses are measured using H-drill from the measured strains. The
FE based solution of spiral welding is compared with the experimental results.
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Fig. 6.8: Weld ring sample for residual stress measurement

6.8 Stress Calculation

There are different developed methods for residual stress calculation. The nature and
distribution of residual stress to be measured are not known in advance. Therefore, it is
always a good practice to try all methods. The appropriate selection of the method
depends upon the good judgment, engineering approach, combined with knowledge of
stresses expected. The following three methods for residual stress calculation are
extensively used.
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Uniform method
This method assumes uniform residual stress along depth from the surface of the
specimen and provided in ASTEM 837 [89]. It does not offer spatial resolution and least
sensitive to the experimental errors when measured residual stresses are uniform.
Power method
This method offers limited amount of spatial resolution by assuming the linearly
varying residual stress along the depth. It is good choice when the measured residual
stresses are varying smoothly with depth. However, this method is relatively more
sensitive to experimental errors than uniform method.
Integral method
It provides the evaluation of residual stress within each depth during measurement.
This method has highest spatial resolution form other methods. It is for measuring
varying residual stresses. This method is severely sensitive to small experimental errors.
6.8.1

Uniform method for stress calculation

A blind hole is drilled in the centre of the each rosette with increments. The stress
field disturbs because of the insertion of hole and redistribute. The correspondingly
released strain components are measured with the strain gages. The linear elasticity
theory relates the relieved component of strains with the maximum and minimum
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principle residual stress and their angle  using following expressions. A schematic
diagram showing the typical configuration of strain gage of general type, with mean
diameter D , is illustrated in Fig. 6.9
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The non-dimensionalized new calibration coefficients a and b are introduced by
Schajer [88]. The purpose for these coefficients is to exclude the material dependency on
the calibrated constant and make them solely dependent upon the geometrical feature of
the hole and type of the used rosette. The expression relating the calibration constant is
given as.

A

1 
a
2E

B
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1
b
2E

where the  max and  min are the maximum and minimum principal stress with 
angle of orientation, 1 ,  2 and  3 are measured relieved strains, E is the modulus of
elasticity,  is the Poisson ratio, A , B , a and b are the calibration coefficients.

Fig. 6.9: Typical strain gage rosette [89]
The calibration coefficients have been calculated by number of researchers through
numerical or experimental methods for different rosette configurations. These
coefficients can be easily found in the available literature [88,90,91]. However, for the
current study, commercially available program developed by Vishay Measurement Group
Inc. and G.S. Schajer is used for the estimation of residual stresses. This program is
highly specialized for its task and named as H-Drill. It requires simple user input to find
the calibration constants based on the gage type, hole depth and its diameter. H-Drill
program is quiet user-friendly and follows the same basic stress calculation procedure
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described in ASTM E837 [89] with its extensions for non-uniform residual stress
calculation using power and integral method.
6.8.2

Hole drilling for Non-uniform residual stress distribution

In many cases of manufacturing process, the distribution of residual stress is nonuniform along the depth, such as in the shot peening of the material causes the
compressive stress close to the surface. Therefore, in such scenarios the hole drilling
method is used which makes it possible to choose from various functions that represents
the stress state. The functions can be piecewise constant spline, linear spline, cubic
spline, power series or Fourier series. Different mathematical procedures have been
developed for calculating non-uniform residual stress by incorporating the influence
functions in order to construct the experimental measurements. These methods identify
the interior residual stress as the evolution of the strains measured as the depth of the
drilled hole is increased gradually. The stress sensitivity creates the difficulty for
evaluating the interior stresses. The reliability of stress decreases with depth as the
sensitivity is correspondingly reduced. Therefore, small errors in the experimental
measurement can cause significant induction of errors in the calculated residual stress.
This is the fundamental limitation in hole drilling method. Thus, different mathematical
methods use various approaches to minimize the noise and disturbance of the
experimental errors. The acceptable approaches for non-uniform stress field with least
sensitive to experimental errors for calculating the unknown distribution in the specimen
can be power series method and integral method [90]. The later method is used for
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rapidly varying stress field and severely sensitive to the small experimental errors while
the former method assumes the residual stress varies linearly with depth.
6.8.3

Power series method for stress calculation

For calculating the non-uniform stress field, power series method is an acceptable
procedure for estimation of the residual stresses form the incremental strain data recorded
after the gradual drilling. This method is an approximate approach and firstly introduced
by Schajer [88,90]. In this method, the unknown residual stress field is approximated by
the terms of the power series.

 (h)  bo  b1h  b2h2 
The strain response using power series variation with depth i.e.  (h)  1 ,  (h)  h ,
o

1

 2 (h)  h2 , etc. is calculated for the incremental drilled hole into the stress field using
o

1

2

1

o

2

coefficients a (h) , a (h) , a (h) and b (h) , b (h) , b (h) . These series coefficients
are estimated through finite element calculation by Schajer [90] and shown in Table 6.2
and Table 6.3.
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Table 6.2: Coefficients of a (h) and b (h) for a stress field,  (h)  1[90]
o

o

o

Table 6.3: Coefficients of a (h) and b (h) for a stress field,  (h)  h [90]
1

1

1

The measured strains are decomposed into components in such a way that
corresponds to the power series stress field. The actual stress field is determined by
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summing the stress fields corresponding to the individual strain relaxation components.
For calculation purpose, the only first two terms of power expansion series are
considered. The main reason is that the hole drilling method is not reliable for the higher
o

o

1

order terms of the series. Therefore, the function values of a (h) , b (h) and a (h) ,

b 1 (h) are considered, as the above power series terms for stresses are not well adapted
for accurate results. The maximum depth of the hole below the surface is limited to the
0.5 Rm , where Rm is the radius of the gage circle.
The transformed strains are calculated by defining as p(h)  1 (h)   3 (h)  2 ;

q(h)   3 (h)  1 (h)  2 ; t (h)   3 (h)  1 (h)  2 2 (h)  2 . The transformed stress
variables are defined as P(h)   3 (h)  1 (h)  2 ; Q(h)   3 (h)  1 (h)  2 and

T (h)  13 (h) . The transformed variable decouples the stress/strain equations which
make it possible to consider transformed stresses or strains independently. The least
square analysis is best to perform using "normal equations" [90] to each of the defined
transformed strain. The transformed stresses P(h) are calculated from the strains p(h)
using:
a 0 (h)a 0 (h) a 0 (h)a 1 (h)   P o 
E
 1
 1 
0
1
1
 a (h)a (h) a (h)a (h)   P  1 

a 0 (h) p(h) 
 1

 a (h) p(h) 

(6.1)

The stress function is given by P(h)  P  P h , where P o and P1 , are the first two
o

1

power series components of the "P" stress field,  sign in the equation representing the
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summation of the product of the values corresponding to each hole depth of strain
measurement. The calculation procedure is performed again for other transformed
stresses Q(h) and T (h) using strains q(h) and t (h) respectively, by replacing a (h)
coefficients with b (h) and further omitting the factor 1   in the equation. The
Cartesian stress field components are recovered by using following set of equations.

 1 ( h )  P ( h )  Q ( h)
 3 ( h)  P ( h)  Q ( h)
 13 (h)  T (h)

(6.2)

Finally, the principal stresses can be evaluated in terms of the transformed stresses
which is given by
 max ,  min  P  Q2  T 2

(6.3)

The advantage of power series is that it uses least square method which offers the best
fit curve among the measured strain data. This method is suitable when numbers of strain
measurements are made at many increments of hole in depth. The major limitation of this
procedure is that it suitable for smoothly varying stress field.
6.8.4

Integral method for stress calculation

In the integral method, it considers that the total strain relaxations of stresses
contribute simultaneously at all depths. The application of the integral method is
practically possible because of the use of finite element calculations as a calibration
procedure. Bijak-Zochowski, Niku-Lari et al. Flaman and Manning [90] did work for its
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initial development in this area. Let  ( H ) , is the stress at the depth of H from surface and
also assume that biaxial stress field exists i.e. stresses are present in same direction
parallel to the surface at all depths. The strain relaxation is measured on each rosette grid
for installed strain gages. The measured strain relaxation  (h) is the integral of
infinitesimal strain relaxation components from the stresses at all range of depths due to
the drilling hole depth of h .
1 
 ( h) 
E

h

 Aˆ  H , h   H  dH ,

0H h

(6.4)

0

Since the use of transformed variables decouples the stress/strain equations which
make it possible to consider the each transformed stress or strain independently of the
others. It is convenient to work with the transformed stress and strain variables. Consider
the transformed strain p(h) , measured after drilling of hole depth h and the corresponding
transformed stress P( H ) within the range of 0≤H≤h is calculated by the use of integral
method as.
1 
p ( h) 
E

h

 Aˆ  H , h P( H )dH

(6.5)

0

where Aˆ ( H , h) is the strain relaxation per unit depth caused by a unit stress at depth
H, when the hole depth is h. The strain relaxation function Aˆ ( H , h) is very difficult to
calculate experimentally. However, it is possible to evaluate the function with the aid of
finite element method. The unknown transformed stress field P( H ) can be determined by
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the solving the integral Eq. (6.5). It is assumed that solution exists and unique. Since the
strain relaxation are measured in the discrete increments of depth, hi=1,2,...,n so the
discrete form of Eq. (6.5) is given below.
j i

E

 a P  1  p
j 1

ij

j

i

, 1 j  i  n

(6.6)

where, n is the total hole depth increments, aij strain relaxation due to a unit stress
within increment j of a hole i increments deep, pi transformed strain after ith increment
hole depth, Pi transformed stress within the jth hole depth increment. The relationship
between the coefficients and the strain relaxation function Aˆ ( H , h) is

Hj

aij 



Aˆ ( H , hi )dH

(6.7)

H j 1

The transformed stress and strain vectors, P, Q, T and p, q, t are written in the matrix
notation. Similarly, Eq.(6.6) and the other two transformed stresses become
aP = Ep 1 
bQ  Eq

(6.8)

bT  Et

where, the matrix b contains the coefficient of pure shear stress field corresponding
to strain relaxation function Bˆ ( H , h) for a hole drilling. A step wise approximate solution
for the stress variation along the depth can be found using this method. The non- uniform
strain response is captured within increments on the basis of increased sensitivity to the
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stresses closer to the surface. The discrete strain relaxation matrices a and b are lower
triangular. The Cartesian stress components are calculated by using the Eq.(6.2) and
corresponding principal stress field is determined by Eq.(6.3).
The measured residual stresses at different locations using uniform, power and
integral method are shown in Fig. 6.10. Few positions on the inner and outer side are
selected. It is observed that the calculated residual stresses through uniform method are
same along depth and does not provide the spatial resolution. The measured stresses
using power method vary linearly along depth. The observed variation is either increasing
or decreasing in the depth. However, at the location of 4 and 5, the calculated minimum
principal stress distribution using power and uniform method are found to be almost same
along depth. The distributions of stresses using integral method are fluctuating in the
depth. The calculated stresses with this method are randomly varying about the power
method stress distribution. The close observation gives the idea that the power method
provides the mean variation of the integral method. In the estimation of non-uniform
residual stress distribution, power series is an appropriate choice as it less sensitive to
experimental errors than the integral method and provide smooth variation in depth.
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Fig. 6.10: Residual stress using different methods
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6.9 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The principal stress distribution at different location of gages is anticipated by using
the power series method from the measured strain data of the respective gage. The
interior stress distributions are calculated below the surface from the depth of 0.1 mm to
1.1 mm. The maximum and minimum principal stresses are for the inner gages at the
location of 1, 2, 4 and 5 are plotted. The word IG stands for the gages mounted on the
inner side of the pipe. The maximum and minimum principal stress distribution can be
seen in the Fig. 6.11. The trend of maximum principal stresses for IG-1 and IG-5 are
increasing. At IG-1, the stress is varying linearly from 29 MPa to 66 MPa while for IG-5,
the stress is varying along depth from 24 MPa to 264 MPa. The maximum stresses at
both locations are observed at their maximum depth. The observed slope of stress
distribution at IG-5 is comparatively higher than the location IG-2. Therefore, at
maximum depth both have different magnitudes while starting from minimum depth
having almost same magnitude. The location IG-2 and IG-4 are relative nearer to the
weld line. The opposite trends are observed at these positions. At location IG-2, the
stress is decreasing linearly from 133 MPa to -13 MPa as with increase of depth. The
sharp increasing trend is found at IG- 4 from 7 MPa to 411 MPa with continuous increase
in depth. The stresses are comparatively different near to the surface and at the full depth
on these positions.
The minimum residual principal stress at location IG-1 and IG-5 are exhibiting the
same trend. The nature of stresses changes along depth from highly compressive to
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relatively low compressive or tensile stress. The stresses are compressive of magnitude 111 MPa and -121 MPa at depth of 0.1 mm while at full depth it is found to be 19MPa
and -25MPa at IG-1 and IG-5 respectively. The stress value at location IG-2 and IG-4 are
varying oppositely with the increasing depth. The stress values of IG-2 vary -63 MPa to 27 MPa while at IG-4 these values are changing from 29 MPa to -103 MPa. The nature of
stresses at these locations is compressive at depth of 1.1 mm while near to the surface
stresses are converse to each other.

Fig. 6.11: Principal stresses along depth for Inner gages
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For outer gages maximum and minimum principal stresses along depth are calculated
and shown in the Fig. 6.12. The word OG stands to represent outer gages. The linearly
increasing trend for all location is observed. The maximum stresses are found at the full
depth. The stress range values along depth of OG-1 and OG- 5 are almost similar. The
stress at OG-1 varies from 25 MPa to 240 MPa and at OG-5 it varies from -5 to 258 MPa.
The stress variation for location OG-2 and OG-4 are also increasing which is in contrast
with the observed trend on the inner side. The stress values for OG-2 and OG-4 at depth
of 0.1 mm are found to be 64 MPa and 94 MPa while at their full depth they have been
increased to 225MPa and 253 MPa respectively. The maximum principal stress on inner
side is seen at IG-4 at its complete depth is 411 MPa which is comparatively higher to all
positions. However, on the outer side these values are marginally close at full depth.
The minimum principal stresses for OG-4 and OG-5 are slightly increasing with small
slope. Therefore very small variation in stress is observed along depth. The stress
variation is seen at OG-4 is -49 MPa to -44 MPa and at OG-5 is -118MPa to -110 MPa.
The linearly decreasing trend is observed for location OG-1 and OG-2. On these
positions, compressive stress of -70 MPa is found at maximum depth. However, at 0.1
mm depth stresses are different in values which are -23 MPa and 2 MPa respectively. The
minimum principal stresses on outer side are compressive in nature for all location at
their full depth.
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Fig. 6.12: Principal stresses along depth for Outer gages
The maximum and minimum principal stresses are shown in Fig. 6.13 presenting the
variation along depth at location 3 for both inner and outer sides. The maximum principal
stresses are decreasing linearly for IG-3 and OG-3 positions with the increase of drilled
depth. The tensile stresses are present near to the surface while near to depth are
compressive. For IG-3, the stress changes tensile to compressive at the depth of 0.75 mm
but for OG-3 it changes at 0.9 mm. The value of stresses at 0.1 mm and 1.1 mm for IG-3
and OG-3 are 746 MPa, -385 MPa and 551 MPa, -136 MPa respectively. The slope of
IG-3 is sharp as compared to OG-3. Therefore, stresses at OG-3 are less tensile and less
compressive than IG-3, near to surface and at full depth respectively.
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The minimum principal stresses are also decreasing with the increasing depth for both
locations. The compressive nature of stress is observed at full depth of IG-3 and OG-3
with value of -393 MPa and -397 MPa respectively. The stress value at 0.1 mm is tensile
for IG-3 and compressive for OG-3 with value of 81 MPa and -21 MPa respectively. The
tensile to compressive stress of IG-3 changes at depth of 0.27 mm. The decreasing slope
of OG-3 is sharp after 0.5 mm as compared to IG-3 but before this depth it is not
decreasing significantly.

Fig. 6.13: Principal stresses along depth for IG-3 and OG-3
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6.10 COMPARISON WITH FE RESULTS

6.10.1 Finite element with uniform method
The finite element and experimental results are plotted for inner and outer side. The
maximum and minimum principle stresses are shown for each side in Fig. 6.14 and
Fig. 6.15. It is found that 1st principal stress values on both sides are high near to the
welding region which shows that tensile residual stress exit on the weld line. The 1st
principal residual stress decreases on both side of weld line as moving away from it
which shows that the tensile nature of stress vanishes away from the weld line. These
tensile stress approaches to the yield strength of the material on the both inner and outer
side of the weld line near to the weld bead. Therefore, these stresses are the major cause
of cold cracking and stress corrosion cracking in the welded components. On the outer
side, more tensile stress exists on the weld toe than the weld centre which is because of
metal shrinkage between the weld bead and the groove face. However, on the inner side
such peak is not observed because of the reheating of second arc unit and redistribution
of stresses.
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Fig. 6.14: Residual stress distribution on inner side using uniform method
The compressive 3rd principal stress of high magnitude exists in the weld and away
from the weld. On the outer side, the compressive stress value in the weld line is
relatively more than the inner side. The compressive stress on inner side is about -40 MPa
while on outer side it is found to be -120 MPa. The reheating during the top welding has
considerably reduced the stress on the inner side. The far away from the weld centre line,
the tensile 1st principal stresses have low value while the compressive 3rd principal
stresses have dominant influence. On both sides of the welded zone, the 3rd principal
stresses are compressive in nature but beyond 2.5 cm distance from the centre line on
inner side, more compressive stress is observed than weld.

Fig. 6.15: Residual stress distribution on outer side using uniform method
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The experimental calculated stresses are plotted for each strain gage. It can be seen
that the trend of the experimental results seem to follow the outcomes of simulation.
However, the difference in the values is due to the absence of forming process of sheet
bending into pipe in FE model. The pipe forming strain is the basis of variation between
the results. The other causes of variation can also be due to the machining and cutting
processes after welding such as grinding, flame cutting of pipe ring etc. Beside all of
these, experimental uncertainty errors and human intervention may also be the reason of
the difference between the results. It is observed that variation between the FE results and
experimental results are in the range of 20 to 100MPa. However, the overall trend is
clearly depicted by the experimental results, which shows the agreement of weld stresses
in the pipe. Therefore, it is evident that the current model has been validated on basis of
experimental data.
The comparison between the FE prediction and experimentally calculated values has
been made for inner and outer side gages in the Table 6.4 and Table 6.5 respectively.
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Table 6.4: Inner gage FE and experimental data

Strain
Gage on
Inner side
IG-1
IG-2
IG-3
IG-4
IG-5

1st Principal Stress (MPa)
FE
Prediction
13.20

3st Principal Stress (MPa)

Experimental Absolute
Diff.
33
19.8

FE
Prediction
-85.98

Experimental Absolute
Diff.
-59
26.98

67.10

69

1.9

-65.13

-46

19.13

494.61

353

141.61

-41.03

-65

23.97

39.99

144

104.01

-79.62

-10

69.62

10.05

131

120.95

-81.93

-99

17.07

Table 6.5: Outer gage FE and experimental data

Strain
Gage on
Inner side
OG-1
OG-2
OG-3
OG-4
OG-5

1st Principal Stress (MPa)
FE
Prediction
11.08

3st Principal Stress (MPa)

Experimental Absolute
Diff.
92
80.92

FE
Prediction
-87.09

Experimental Absolute
Diff.
-41
46.09

4.30
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109.7

-95.83

-14

81.83

408.83

383

25.83

-120.88

-87

33.88

3.94

139

135.06

-112.66

-52

60.6

13.23

98

84.77

-94.58

-114

19.42

The magnitude comparison between the FE prediction and experimental results for
inner and outer gages can be seen in Fig. 6.16 and Fig. 6.17. It can be seen that the
variation between their results is least for IG-3 and OG-3 than the other location of gages.
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This is due the reason that at this location the gage is mounted on the welded position.
The weld residual stresses have the dominant influence on all other manufacturing
processes at this site. Since the other locations are not sufficiently affected due to the heat
of welding. Therefore, considerable errors are present between the simulation results and
experimental measurements. The marginal influence of other manufacturing processes
causes the variation between the results.

Fig. 6.16: Comparison for inner gages

Fig. 6.17: Comparison for outer gages
The von Mises yield criterion suggests whether the yielding in the material has been
initiated under the stress state or not. According to von Mises yield criteria, yielding
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occurs at any point in material when the distortion energy per unit volume for a state of
combined stresses equals that is associated with yielding in simple tension test [92].
Mathematically, the von Mises criterion for plane stress condition is given by
2
2
2
 von
  max
  max min   min

(6.9)

The von Mises residual stress is calculated for FE and experimental results for both
inner and outer gages as shown in Table 6.6 and
Table 6.7 respectively using plane stress condition. The maximum von Mises stress is
found at the IG-3 for inner side and OG-3 for the outer side. The experimentally
calculated von Mises stress value reaches 80% and 90% of the yield strength of the
material for inner and outer side respectively. The large local plastic deformation occurs
due to thermal heating and subsequent cooling at the weld the location. Therefore, von
Mises stresses are high at these positions. The other locations are not significantly
affected due to the thermal heating, relatively lower values of von Mises stresses are
observed.
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Table 6.6: von Mises stress comparison for Inner gages

Stain
Gage
IG-1
IG-2
IG-3
IG-4
IG-5

FE Von Mises
stress (MPa)
93.29
114.52
516.35
105.47
87.39

Experimental
Von Mises
stress (MPa)
80.73
100.25
389.59
149.25
199.83

Absolute
Difference
(MPa)
12.56
14.27
126.76
43.78
112.44

Table 6.7: von Mises stress comparison for Outer gages

Stain
Gage
OG-1
OG-2
OG-3
OG-4
OG-5

FE Von Mises
stress (MPa)
93.13
98.06
480.80
114.69
101.85

Experimental
Von Mises
stress (MPa)
117.97
121.61
433.10
171.04
183.77

Absolute
Difference
(MPa)
24.84
23.54
47.70
56.35
81.92

6.10.2 Finite element with power method
Using the power series method, the residual stresses are calculated near to the surface
at 0.1 mm and the comparison has been made with FE results. It can be seen in the
Fig. 6.18 and Fig. 6.19. The experimental 1st principal stress values on the inner and outer
side are over estimated at the weld line. The calculated values on inner and outer side are
found to be 746 MPa and 551 MPa respectively. However, good agreement can be seen
far away from the weld line on both sides as the stresses are not high. The 3rd principal
stresses on the weld line on both sides and also at 2.5 cm distance on the inner side are
over predicted in comparison to the FE results. This is due to the reason that the power
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series method forms the best fit curve to the measured strains after drilling with the least
square procedure which in results gives over estimated values at the weld. In uniform
method, the trend is observed to be predicted more reasonably than power series method.
However, this method doesn't provide any spatial variation in depth.

Using power

method, the results are observed to be deteriorated due to over estimation of stresses at
few locations. Therefore, the uniform method is the reasonable choice for validation
purpose with FE results.

Fig. 6.18: Residual stress distribution on inner side using power series method

Fig. 6.19: Residual stress distribution on outer side using power series method
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6.11 CONCLUSION

An experimental setup has been arranged for measuring the residual stresses in the
API 5L X70 grade steel using hole drilling strain gage method. The following
conclusions can be drawn after the investigation of the residual stresses.


The calculated von Mises stresses using plane stress, are higher on the weld
location, than any of other location because of local plastic deformation due
nonlinear thermal heating and cooling.



The observed variation at different locations between the FE model and
experimental results are in the range of 20 to 100 MPa because of the absence of
all other process in the current FE model such as forming, flame cutting etc.



The 1st principal stresses are highly tensile at the weld and nearby while it is
diminished far away from the weld centre line.



The 3rd principal stresses are highly compressive at the weld centre and beyond
the 2.5 cm distance from the weld centre.



The power series method is suitable as it provide smooth linear variation along
depth while the integral method is observed to be fluctuating. The uniform
method doesn't provide any variation in depth.



At the weld location, the power series method estimate the over predicted values
of 1st and 3rd principal stresses while reasonable predicts the stresses away from
weld.
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The uniform method is good choice for validation of FE results as the power
method deteriorates the results due to over estimation of stresses.
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Spiral welded pipes are manufactured through the coiled skelp, continuously fed into
spiral forming unit, bended into a tube with abutting edges of strip are progressively
welded. These pipes are effectively meeting the industrial purposes. The increase in their
demand is due to high production rate, which is characterized due to the fact the various
pipe diameters can be prepared from single strip just by modifying the approach angle of
strip into roller. These pipes find their application in water supply, gas transmission, oil
industry, petrochemical plants. The major problem associated in these pipes is due to
welding which makes the weld zone to be susceptible and critical region. The high
residual stresses are generated in pipes which are the causes of detrimental effects in the
pipe. These effects can decrease performance and strength of the pipe, minimize its
fatigue life and initiate stress corrosion cracking. The reduction of residual stresses in the
pipe will enhanced its acceptance worldwide even for the critical services. Therefore,
consideration has been made to the residual stress in spiral pipes as it play important role
on the working condition and the integrity of the pipe.
The effort in the current study is also made for the reason to understand the
distribution of residual stresses due to welding in the manufacturing of the spiral pipes
and analyze their consequences. The residual stresses in the pipes are dependent upon the
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various process parameters which influence the distribution of stresses. Therefore, to
control the residual stresses, it is necessary to control the process variables. Some
parameters are weld speed, heat input, dimension of pipe, material grade, weld root
geometry and welding type. To analyze the effects of welding on the spiral, a
comprehensive Finite Element model is developed. The three dimensional computational
model can efficiently predict residual stresses associated due to welding. The nonuniform temperature and complex stress distribution are obtained from the model. For
obtaining accurate stress distribution in the model, filler metal addition is also
implemented. The thermo-mechanical and metallurgical processes are occurring in
welding, cause localized plastic deformations and plastic strains, are governed by
material behavior formulation with associated strain hardening law. A new methodology
for implementation of distributed flux using Goldak heat source model is adopted. FE
method is found as a reliable tool for investigation of residual stress, temperature
evolution, deformation, distortion and shrinkage in the pipe. However, the computational
cost is required for solving the nonlinear three dimensional large deformation problem of
welding.
Double submerged arc welding (DSAW) is most commonly used in the production of
spiral pipes. The welding is performed on the both side of pipes. Prior to welding on the
outer side of pipe, it has already been started on the inner side. The difference in the time
between the outer and inner side welding is present which referred as time lag in the
fabrication of the pipe. The highly tensile stress region occurs on cooling near to weld
because of intense thermal heating. The welding of mild steel is performed in the time lag
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analysis. In the vicinity of the weld the stress level is reached to 280 MPa which close to
the material yield strength. However, the residual stresses on the inner side are found
lower than the outer side. The major reason is that the welding on outer side served as the
purpose of mitigation of stresses on the inner side because of generated reheating
temperature. The observed distribution of temperature, fusion zone (FZ), HAZ dimension
and residual stresses are verified through manufacturer weld data sheet and literature. The
established model is found in good agreement. The study also shows that the maximum
plastic strain is observed at the wall of groove adjoining with base metal. The time lag
analysis showed that the highly stressed area can expand or contract due to variation in
the difference of time. However, the insignificant variation is found in the value of
residual stress and plastic strains.
The hoop stress are playing significant role in the performance of pipes. The
combined stress state exists, generated due to number of process involved in the
manufacturing of spiral pipes. However, in the current study only weld induced
imperfections are analyzed. The hoop residual stress distribution is investigated in the
X70 grade pipe. It is found that the major portion of pipe has insignificant residual hoop
stress except in the vicinity of weld. The split ring test is modelled and analyzed in the
current work. The major contribution is to explore that whether the split ring test can
estimate the weld induced thermal stresses. It is observed that the split ring test has
certain limitation and it is not successfully applicable for determining the weld residual
stresses. However, the stress release due to longitudinal splitting in split ring test
reasonable agrees with FE and theoretical calculated stress. It is also analyzed that the
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maximum stress release occurs at the weld location. The hoop membrane and hoop
bending stress are calculated along the thickness of the pipe for comparison and
discussion. This is because that the theoretical equations are based on the linear stress
distribution along thickness. The linearization of finite element calculated stress is
possible by decomposing its distribution into structurally equivalent membrane and hoop
stress components.
The experimentation has been performed on X70 grade steel pipe using a semidestructive technique that is hole drilling strain gage method. A small blind hole is
drilled into the specimen through the exact centre of gage and the strains are measured
due relaxation of stresses. The purpose of this study is to validate the model using
experimental data and analyze the stress distribution along drilled hole depth. The model
is successfully validated through experiments with the variation of 20 to 100 MPa
because of other processes involved in the manufacturing of stresses. Different stress
calculation procedure such as uniform method, power series method, and integral method
are used for examining the stresses. It is observed that the calculated residual stress using
uniform method don't provide any spatial resolution along depth but it is suitable choose
for validation purpose because of average residual stress calculated along the depth. The
discrepancy is observed at few locations due to overestimation of stresses using power
series method. Therefore, this method is not found suitable for verification. In the study it
is observed that the integral method gives fluctuating stresses at each location. Therefore,
the power series method is found most appropriate choice as it fits least square curve to
the measured strains and provides linearly varying stress distribution along depth. This
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method has the capability to indentify the localized stress in weld which can't be captured
by split ring test. In general, it is observed that the weld residual stresses can be estimated
accurately using hole drilling method which make it a successful tool for research.
Still spiral pipe industry is facing challenges to overcome the residual stresses. The
most appropriate way is to develop the technologies to avoid or reduce the residual
stresses during manufacturing. For more accurate modelling, it is possible to consider
phase transformation, chemical composition of alloy steel, plasticity transformation and
include volumetric change due heating. The forming strains in spiral pipes due bending
by rollers can be considered in FE model for improvement in stress distributions. The
development in the work can be extended to overcome the limitation in split ring test by
finding appropriate the calibration coefficients and make it useful test for residual stress
measurement at weld. During service, the pipes are subject to loading and high pressure.
The life prediction and crack propagation can be estimated using strain based fatigue life
models or through fracture mechanics approach. The advent ways for mitigation of
stresses can be found by analyzing the cold expansion of pipes by introducing the concept
of autofrettage. The stress corrosion cracking (SCC), sulfide stress cracking (SSC), and
corrosion resistance can also be focused.
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